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Celebration
planned at
Hopkinsville
A celebration of the gift of
property to the city of Hopkinsville by the MSU Racer
Foundation and the beginning
of construction for the new
West Regional Postsecondary
Education Center will be held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the site
of the proposed campus, 5221
Fort Campbell Blvd., Hopkinsville.
Murray State University,
along with the Kentucky Community and Technical College
System invite the public to
attend "Foundation to the
Future," beginning at 1:30 p.m.,
and witness the next step forward in Kentucky's Education
System.
Host dignitaries MSU President Kern Alexander; Sid
Easley, chairman of the MSU
Board of Regents, Dr. Tony
Newberry, chancellor of Community Colleges: and Dr. Bonnie Rogers, president of Hopkinsville Community College,
welcome Governor Paul Patton and a host of other special guests to the celebration.
A reception and tour of the
building site will immediately follow at the Duncan House.

Mayfield plant
plans to close
The Air Solutions Group of
Ingersoll-Rand is planning to
phase out the Heavy Industrial Systems (Centac) Mayfield manufacturing plant site
and transfer production to other
existing Ingersoll-Rand facilities during 2001, according to
a press release from the .company.
The Mayfield facility has
served itsr customers for
almost 30 years.
According to the release,
"This decision is very difficult
for the people at our facility,
but we are committed to taking care of them in this transition process."
Joint talks have been scheduled with the International
Association of Machinists, representatives of the hourly
employees, to discuss transition pay and benefits.
"This decision is based on
manufacturing requirements of
the overall Air Solutions Group
business, and over-capacity
and under-utilization at the
Mayfield site,- the release said.
The decision is a difficult one.
but needed to maintain the
strength of the business."
A comprelaensive transition
package of severance pay,
benefits, training and outplacement assistance will be
offered to affected employees
to assist them in identifying and
preparing for new career
opportunities.
A number of employees will
be offered the opportunity to
transfer to other Ingersoll-Rand
facilities.
"We are committed to making this transition with no disruption in serving our customers," according to the
release.
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Bush caravan comes to town
Waltrip stumps for GOP
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
trip said.
Staff Writer
Waltrip praised Bush's past record as an
With polls showing this year's presidential advocate for the small businessman and farmer,
race in a virtual tie heading into the final but mainly pointed to the integrity factor as
week before the election, Republicans are hit- being the main reason to choose him over
ting the road to see that their man makes it Gore.
to the White House.
"This is not about Social Security and
The "Get Out the Vote for Bush" bus tour Medicare," Waltrip said. "Those are going to
stopped off in Murray--Wednesday, featuring be there no matter who's in government. It's
well-known Kentucky Republicans and one a matter of integrity. We don't need someone
NASCAR legend.
who's going to look at you and lie about
Tliree-time NASCAR Winston Cup chain- what they did yesterday."
pion Darrell Waltrip, a native of Owensboro,
The caravan also featured Jefferson CounKy., has hopped on the George W. Bush car- ty
Judge/Executive Rebecca Jackson, state GOP
avan, even though his current residence is in
Chair Ellen Williams, Kentucky Senate PresiVice President Al Gore's home state of Tendent David Williams and Constance Whitfield,
nessee.
filling in for her husband, 1st District Rep.
"Al Gore's been in Washington for 30
years," Waltrip told the crowd of 60 or so Ed Whitfield, who is in Washington.
"Ed may not be back until Election Day,"
that gathered in front of the Murray State
Constance
Whitfield said. "I'll be standing in
University Regional Special Events Center to
for
him,
but
I hope he's back before then."
take part in the caravan rally. "Him Calling
While Whitfield is locked in a tight race
Tennessee home is about like me calling Tenwith Democratic challenger Brian Roy in the
nessee home."
As a.personal acquaintance of Bush, Wal- 1st District race, the emphasis of Wednesday's
trip said it has pained him to see the nega- rally was clearly on how to help Bush win
tive campaign the Democratic Party has run. the presidency over Gore.
"Over the last eight years, we have seen
"To have to sit there during the debates
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo and listen to Al Gore be rude and obnoxious an administration that tried to drive wedges
NASCAR driver Darrell Waltrip signs his autograph on a fan's shirt to George W. Bush, who is a kind and sweet
during Wednesday's visit to Murray as part of the Bush caravan.
man, was almost all that 1 could bear," Wal- • See Page 2

BZA reverses tower decision
The BZA voted Wednesday to
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
allow the construction of a 310Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning foot tower at 1500 N. Fourth St.
Adjustments has reversed itself on The tower, which will be cona decision it made __last month structed by Towers II, LLC, will
regarding a proposed communica- be used for pager signaling and
tions tower on Fourth Street - and other wireless forms of communimay have opened a new can of cation.
worms in the process. This latest approval of a corn-

munications tower in the Murray of a wireless world,- City Plan- then follow.
city limits has brought to light the ner Mark Sallin said. "This area
Jeff Clark, representing SCI Surfact that there are currently no is apparently short on digital com- veyors in Paducah, said the tower's
real ordinances dealing with tower munication,so that's why we're see- location will be moved slightly to
reduce visibility for surrounding
construction. For example, the site ing so many towers."
for this tower is zoned agriculSallin said a city policy regard- residents. A tree line, he said,
tural, bringing into question its ing towers weptd have to begin between the surrounding‘,properusc as a business/industrial site, . with changes to its comprehensive
"ICS_ becoming_ more and --more --plan. Ordinances and-ntles -would • See Page 2

Subdivision
gets OK
from group
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
After a nearly two-year wait,
the Brandwood Park subdivision
has finally obtained the approval
it needed to begin taking shape.
The Murray Planning Commis-sion voted Wednesday to remove
a restriction that it would not
grant final subdivision approval
for the project until it received word
from the state highway department concerning where the new
U.S. 68/Ky. 80 highway would
intersect the subdivision's main
road.
The commission also voted
again to grant the project preliminary subdivision approval, just as
it-had done nearly two years ear-

III See Page 2

House
vows to
stay for
battle

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
DIGGING IN...Thomas Morgan dumps a load of dirt from the former Treas Lumber lot
on Whitnell Avenue Wednesday as he prepares the area for a new project.

Kentucky becomes
bystander in top race

WI nil tie uz
TonIght...Cloudy with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Low 50 to 55. Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph becoming northwest. Chance of rain
50 percent.
Friday. Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers. High 60
to 65. Chance of rain 40 percent.
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BERNARD KANE/Lectger 8, Times photo
NOT CAUGHT SPEEDING...Murray State University baseball coach Mike Thieke records pitch speeds during a
workout Wednesday on Reagan Field.

WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Republicans, their majority status
seriously at stake in next Tuesday's elections, have vowed to
stay at their posts for at least a
few more days to continue their
budget battle with President Clinton.
That put them at odds with the
Senate, which on Wednesday
recessed until Nov. 14, effectively assuring the third lame-duck
session of Congress in the past
six years.
House GOP leaders, after a
lengthy closed-door meeting with
their rank-and-file, modified earlier statements that they would go
along with the Senate's recess,
instead deciding to keep working
through Friday -at least.
"There's legislation that we want
to get done." House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill., said after die
meeting. "Unless politics completely obfuscates the ability to
get things done, we're going to
stay here,- he said.
With six of the 13 annual spending bills still unsigned by the president a month after the start of
the fiscal year, Congress on
Wednesday approved its 12th temporary measure to keep federal
offices running. But unlike the
-24-hour extension approved by the
House, the Senate voted on stopgap legislation taking them until
Nov. 14, seven days after the election.
The White House, which previously had insisted on the 24hour extensions to keep Congress
working on the unfinished budget, was ready to agree to the
election-week break. Democrats
said, and Democrats went along.
Speaking to high-tech executives
at a fund-raiser Wednesday night
in the capital's Virginia suburbs,

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In tucky Democratic Party. But when
late summer, when it became appar- Florida, for example,came into play
ent the 2000 presidential election for Gore. Kentucky got caught up
would be historically close, Al in electoral math where eight votes
Gore and George W. Bush promised don't mean as much as, 25.
• Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton said
to pursue Kentucky with a pasGore's campaign is focusing on
sionHistorically a bellwether state. the presidency, not Kentucky votRepublicans and Democrats lav- ers.
"I think Gore's putting out the
ished money-and attention on Keneffort to win the race and I suptucky.
Now with only a few days left port and respect that," Patton said.
Republicans have a different
until the actual balloting, Kenperspective.
has
gone
from
battleground
tucky
Bush visited Kentucky six times
to bystander.
It has been more than a month after sewing up the nomination
since either candidate set foot in and Cheney came twice, not countKentucky and neither Joseph ing the Danville debate, Gore came
Lieberman nor Dick Cheney have to Kentucky only twice and, though
been back since they left Danville Lieberman was here for the week
on Oct. 7 for their nationally tele- preceding the debate, never made
vised debate. The GOP has quit any real campaign appearances.
"1 don't think Gore ever took
running television commercials
aimed specifically at Kentucky, it seriously," said'Kentucky Repubthough some Gore ads are still lican Chairwoman Ellen Williams.
"He never came to have a conairing in Louisville.
"We were key to Gore win- versation with the voters of Kenning," acknowledged Harry Carv• See Page 2
er, executive director of the Ken- • See Page 2
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Clinton said the budget apparently "won't pass until after the election, but eventually it will pass."
Immediately after Wednesday's
vote, senators began heading for
airports and home states where 34
Senate seats are being contested
and Democrats still hold slim hopes
of reversing the Republicans' current 54-46 majority.
The battle for control of the
House is even closer, and House
Republicans were wary of being
charged with giving up on major
legislation to fund education and
health programs in order to rush
home to campaign. "A lot of our
members smelled U-rat," said Hastert
spokesman John Feehery, describing how GOP lawmakers stood up
at the meeting to oppose the longer
extension.
Rep. Mark Foley, R-Fla., said
in a floor speech afterward that
he was "prepared to stay through
Tuesday, Election .Day, to make
certain we deliver a budget that's
good for America."
But with the Senate gone and
attention focused on the election,
there was little likelihood of serious progress on the workplace
safety, immigration and tax issues
that have blocked a conclusion to
this Congress.

tucky."
Gore's apparent indifference
aggravated Kentucky Democrats,
who believed a bit more attention
could have carried the state.
Now it appears certain Bush
will carry Kentucky and Democ-

• BZA

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Jefferson County Judge/Executive Rebecca Jackson addresses local Republicans that gath
ered in front of the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center Wednesday afternoon to participate in a rally put on by the "Get Out the Vote for Bush" bus tour.

• Bush

•••
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said. "I heard Mr. Gore say, 'We'll
White House."
Jackson, whose husband is look into it.' I heard Mr. Bush
between virtually every group in
America," Williams said. "We need employed by the Department of say, 'We're going to do something
some in Washington right now Defense, sharply criticized Gore about it."
Jackson, as well as Williams,
who is going to bring people for downsizing the American milalso
be
criticized Gore as being an
would
predicted
he
and
itary
together."
"In our sport, we have a lot a poor choice as the nation's mil- advocate of a larger federal government that would take power
of faith in each other," Waltrip itary leader.
said. "Believe it or not, I trust
"When I look at the last eight away from the states.
"We cannot continue to have
Dale Earnhardt. I don't necessar- years and how we've gouged the
ily like him, but I trust him. That's Department of Defense ... I worry these large government bureaucrathe kind of trust we need in the- about this great nation," Jackson cies piling things down on us that
we know won't work," Jackson
said.
"Everything about Al Gore pertains to what government can do,"
Williams said. -That's the biggest
difference in this campaign."
The Bush bus is in the middle
of a three-day tour that will include
stops in Hopkinsville and Madisonville
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From Page 1
her and then again earlier this
year.
The commission voted to allow
Brandon not to curb and gutter
the streets. It also voted to require
that the main street used to access
the subdivision lots, which is tentatively being called Opportunity
Drive, have a pavement width of
at least 32 feet.
City -Planner Mark Sallin said
current plans call for the street to
be paved before the end of the
paving season in approximately
two weeks.
Sallin said Brandon will likely
bring the first unit of the subdivision before the commission for
final approval at its regularly scheduled November meeting.

FAIN INSURANCE AGENCY
f

Ladies 3itte 7,(ipparel
305 South 12th St.• Murray • 753-7441

NI Group

AUTO • LIFE • HEALTH
• COMMERCIAL • HOMEOWNERS
630 S.-ilth St.
Murray, KY

am-l270453-0632Jim Fain ft

rats are left to hope the state's
voters stray from their 40-year
trend of picking the eventual president.
"Not have we just quit and just
-waiting to see who votes," Williams
said. "Our ground war, so to speak,
is going on."

••

•
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ties and where the tower will be
located should block some visibility.
"Those are some things I felt
like we needed to do to see what
king of detriment we would be
doing to the area," Clark said.
"By standing it in this (area), we
feel like we eliminated a lot of
the visibility of the tower."
While the issue of how easily
accessible the road leading to the
tower..4rom Fourth Street would
be to tittwanted traffic still came
up, Clark said the area would
probably be accessible with or
without the road being there.
"To gate off a road (by the
highway) is not going to stop anybody from going onto this property," he said. "There is no way.
I think, a company can keep people off this property."
"If you've got a road into a

site like this, people are going to
use," BZA member Scott Seiber
said. "I don't think there's much
we or anybody else can do about
it."
"There's not much of it that's
isolated," property owner Dwayne
Hale said. 'There's not very many
areas where somebody's not on it
now."
Towers II representative Ken
Walker said that since the tower
will be located within 2,000 feet
of the WNBS radio tower, its frequency will have to detuned.
With the increase in tower construction, the BZA agreed that it
needed to develop policies to ensure
that towers did not spring up in
clusters around the city.
"I think everybody here wants
to see-advancement, but the important thing is to avoid duplicates,"
BZA member Helen Spann said.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Murray Fire Department
•One truck and three firefighters from Station II responded to a vehicle
fire at 1310 Poplar St. at 5:10 p.m. Wednesday. Upon arrival, firefighters
had to pry the hood open to extinguish the fire. The battery cable was cut
after the fire was pin out.
Murray Police Department
• Kenneth R. Meyers, 30, Palestine Church Road, Dexter, was arrested
Wednesday on charges of impersonating a peace officer, a class D felony.
Meyers allegedly showed up intoxicated at an apartment at 1217 N. 16th
St. and began questioning the residents. He was carrying a Calloway
County deputy's badge, a nightstick and a pair of handcuffs. He was released from the Calloway County Jail on a $500 unsecured bond.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Mike C. Grogan, 47,.1896 State Route 121 N., was arrested Wednesday on a bench warrant for contempt of court. He had been found guilty
on April 4, 2000, of theft by unlawful taking of over $300. No bond was
allowed.
• Michael Lynn Duke, 36, 33 Anna St., Cadiz, Ky. was arrested
Wednesday by the Trigg County Sheriffs Department for theft by deception over $300 for delivering a cold.check of $1,121.07 to Lowes Home
Improvement Warehouse of Murray. A $2,000 cash bond was set.
• Daniel Baker. 40, 348 Riviera Courts, was arrested Wednesday by the
Graves County Sheriffs Department on a warrant for contempt of court.
He is currently lodged in the Graves County Jail.
•• Sylvia A. Bray, 48,900 Kathleen Drive, Pulaski, Tenn., was arrested
Wednesday for theft by deception over $300 for delivering a cold check of
$482.24 to Yours Mine and Ours. A $600 cash bond was set.

MURRAY
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
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sale

Free use of Trailer
When you move in!

customer appreciation

Saturday, November 4

take

We tow the trailerfor you!
Youjust load and unload!

all home appliances, all hardware,
all electronics, all lawn and garden

Premier Mini Storage

'Excludes Exceptional Values

Indoor Climate controlled environment!

CRAFTSMAN 16-gal. wet/dry vac
5 5 max. dev. HP. Includes accessories #17790 Reg. 99 99.
sale 93.99

CRAFTSMAN gas blower/vadmulcher
200-MPH/400-CFM peak 24-cc up to
101 mulching #79731 Reg 11999.
cale 39Q1

With
10%
savings

With
10%
savings

15°

84"

YOU SAVE

21°°

KENMORE Super Capacity Plus wash.,
3.0-cu ft. capacity. 3 speeds.
15 cycles. #20832 Reg 519.99.
sale 439 99
With
10°,
.
savings

989
'

YOU SAVE

124'

• Clean

• Video Surveillance

• Safe

• Security alarmed

• Air Conditioned

• Your lock

• Heat & Humidity
controlled

• Your Key

. Convenient Office Hours
. We sell boxes, locks,
tape and packing
supplies!
• 5 x 5's & up, all sized
available, lockers too!

• Sprinkiered building

3959'

753-9600

Kerr-,ore cfrye, N606 1 7 14o9 339 99 final 287 99

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart
Bel-Air Center Murray • PH: 753-2310
HAS: Mon.-Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 12-5

located Behind Shoppes
of Murray

644 N 12th. St
Murray, Ky 42071

Office Hours
730 am to 6pm Mon Sat
12 00 pm to 6prn Sunday
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les oppose proposed merger
Small cities
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Opponents of a proposed merger
of Louisville and Jefferson County got backing from the mayors
of 44 suburban cities, who believe
the union would end up dissolving their smaller and weaker governments.
About a doien merger opponents, includint Rolling Fields
Mayor Bill Conway, spoke to
reporters on Wednesday at the Jefferson County Courthouse.

•

Conway, a spokean for the
Concerned
merger-opposed
Mayor's Commission, called the
unification of city and county "a
recipe for gridlock."
He said progressive .cities like
Portland, Charlotte and Seattle are
doing just the opposite — "they
are moving budgets and control
out to the people, forming decentralized government service systems."
A merger victory in the Nov.

Paducah sues camera
supply companies
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The said he, too, is considering legal accity of Paducah is suing two com- tion, but he declined to say what
panies that supplied video equip- kind.
City Attorney Stacey Blankenment for police cruisers, including
a business owned by the ship, who filed the suit, called the
McCracken County chief sheriff's camera problems "widespread" and
said they were plagued with recorddeputy.
The city says the in-car video ing problems.
Police began having problems
cameras, made by Prosecutors of
soon
after Long installed them in
Texas, LLC, and sold by Emergency Equipment Specialists, were 1998, the suit says. Initially, faulty
"defective" and the merchants cameras were replaced, but Long
failed to honor their two-year war- began to refuse to replace them
though they were still under warranty.
ranty,
the suit says.
Chief Deputy Sheriff Terry
Long's
attorney, Mark Pierce,
Long, who owns Emergency
Equipment, is named in the suit said Long feels he has fulfilled his
alongside the two companies. Long obligations.

Former officer wants
judge to reconsider suit
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)— A former Paducah police officer will ask
a federal judge to reconsider his
suit a week after the judge threw it
out.
Jason Shoulta alleged in the
February suit that his reputation
was smeared after an incident in
1996 when a woman accused him
of extorting sex rather than charge
her with driving under the influence.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Russell said the case was three
years old, too old to be tried under
the state's one-year statute of limitations.

Official misconduct charges
were filed against Shoulta after the
1996 incident, but a judge cleared
him of all judges.
Shoulta says in the suit that city
officials made public comments
about the allegations against him,
and that a state law was violated
when he was suspended from his
job without being notified in writing of the chargesagainst him.
Shoulta's attorney, Sands
Chewning, wants Russell to reconsider his dismissal of the portions
of the suit pertainin_g to the policeman's bill of rights, part of Kentucky's state law.

Scripps takes- over
Henderson paper
EVANSVILLE., Ind. (AP) —
E.W. Scripps Co. assumed control
Wednesday of The Gleaner of Henderson.
With the move, the.. western Kentucky newspaper became a division of the Evansville Courier Co.,
which publishes the Courier & Press
across the Ohio River in Indiana
and is owned by Cincinnati- ed
'Scripps.
Last month; it was announced
Scripps would buy The Gleaner
from A.H. Belo Corp., based in
Dallas. Terms of the sale were not
disclosed. •
Scripps also acquired The Union
County Advocate in Morganfield,
Ky., as well as Audubou Printers,
a specialty printing company in
Henderson, in the deal.
The sale was approved Oct. 23
by the U.S. Department of Justice.
Other than the Scripps lighthouse
logo, which will now appear on
the front page of both The Gleaner and the Advocate, readers won't
see many changes, said Vince
Vawter, publisher and president of
the Courier Co.
"The editorial product is going
to remain much the same," Vawter
said."We know The Gleaner is Henderson County's local newspaper
(and) we know we can't replace
the local news in the Union Coun-

referendum would add Jefferson
County's 274,000 residents to
Louisville, creating a top-,.5 city
of about 527,000.
Those numbers are critical to
many merger supporters, who
believe new numbers from the
2000 census could give the title
of Kentucky's largest city to Lexington.
A recent poll showed that 51
percent of likely voters support a
merger,compared 10 43 percent who
will vote against it.
Along with the mayors, the
League of Woman Voters' local
chapter has announced its opposil-

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoit will hold open forums across
the state in November for educators and citizens, his agency
announced Wednesday.
Each of the eight forums is
planned for 5 to 7 p.m.': local
time. The schedule includes a stop
Nov. 15 in Murray at the Cunis
Center at Murray State University.

power.
"Residents of small cities will
become political minorities," Conway said. He said it would be "politically expedient" for the combined
city to eliminate suburban cities,
thereby picking up a larger tax
base.
Conway and County CommisFormer Louisville Mayor Jerry
sioner Darryl Owens, another anti- Abramson,a spokesman for the promerger leader, said the new coun- merger Unity campaign, called the
cil could use its power to sap the statements "last minute rhetoric.
county's 80 or so smaller cities'
"This is the same old argument
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The Price is too high!
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families
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'Those in the know
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Verizon Wireless
FREE phone.
FREE activation.
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Getting new

wireless
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In Monday's story concerning
the forum held for Murray School
Board candidates, Kent Myatt was
incorrectly listed as not favoring
the posting of the Ten Commandments in schools. The particular reference should have included Marc Peebles' name instead of
Myatt's.

VOTE

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
7-5-4
Pick 4:
5-3-5-7

EVENING
Pick 3:
6-0-8
Pick 4:
4-9-9-4
Cash 5:
12-19-22-27-32
Lotto Kentucky:
4-7-8-9-14-21

For 64 years and four generations our
families have worked to keep this
community safe andflourishing without
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Tuesday, Nov. 7, in voting NO on the
Liquor by the Drink issue.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation .dept. between

9am.

they've been using," said Abramson, who met with reporters outside the courthouse shortly after
the news conference. "It's the silly
season."

Chestnut St.
"The Most Unique Men's Store

Mailed in Calloway Co . Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington , Ky. - $75.00

ty Advocate."
The new ownership arrangement also will allow some new
efficiencies in production, advertising and circulation, he said.

Open education
forum planned

tton to a merger, which was narrowly defeated in similar votes
here in 1982 and 1983. Conway
said along with the 44 mayors,
he knew of 10 more suburban
mayors that will vote against merger next week.
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Plus free activation and up to $100 in free service. You
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Missteps offer lessons

FROM OUR READERS
Interstate major
restaurant draw
Dear Editor:
The current alcohol vote has overlooked a very
important fact. New restaurants are already able to
come to Murray. In fact, the restaurants whose
logos are displayed in the liquor by the drink ads
could come to Murray today if they chose to do
so. They jUst would not be allowed- to sell
O'Charleys, Texas Road House and Tumble
Weed are presently operating in "dry" Elizabethtown. Red Lobster is possibly opening in "dry"
Elizabethtown in "the very near future.
Will any of these restaurants come to Murray
if it should go wet? Probably not. The main reasons are: Murray does not have an interstate passing through it and does not have a population
large enough to accommodate these chains.
Let's be realistic. If Murray should go wet, we
will probably .have a few, new, no-name restaurants open that will eventually be nothing more
than bars that provide a way for some individuals to acquire money by making liquor more easily accessible for students who drink, including
those who are under age, and the adults who over
indulge.
Please vote "no" Nov. 7.

It the restaurant/bar does not meet projected
profit margins, corporations will very quickly cut
their financial losses, leaving the community with
an empty building but perhaps staying long enough
to force one or more of our local restaurants to
close down.
The November Alcohol Referendum results will
effect our local businesses. Vote "no" to support
our local restaurants.
If Bennigans would come to town, which of
the local restaurants should be forced to close its
doors to support corporate profits of the alcoholserving restaurant?
Support our local restaurants; Vote "no" on the
alcohol/restaurant referendum.
Barbara Frame
422 Robertson Rd. S.
Murray, KY 42071

Residents should
make own decision

Dear Editor:
I have a friend that lives in Crittenden County who is sending me newspaper articles regarding their local option election. Seventeen churches have lined up to oppose the passage of alcohol by the drink in local restaurants.
They are urging voters to continue to support
prohibition in their county. These supporters do
Norma Paschall not believe that Crittendon citizens should be
2219 Edinborough Drive allowed td make their own decision regarding the
Murray, KY 42071 use of alcohol. They plan to make this decision
-for their citizens since they know what is right
and the citizens don't.
I'm sure glad I don't live in that county. These
churches and their supporters will use these same
scare tactics to take away some other freedom in
the future.
I plan to vote YES for restaurants and freedom
of
choice Nov. 7.
Dear Editor:
The "dry" people tell us that if we allow the
Becky Albritton
sale of alcohol by the drink .in Murray the num403 Ash St.
ber of DON will increase.
Murray, KY 42071
They point out other cities that have allowed
the sale of alcohol, which have in fact seen an
increase in this statistic.
There are three problems with this claim. All
of the cities they refer to allowed the sale of alcohol in' package stores, as well as restaurants.
The Murray ballot will allow only the sale of
Dear Editor:
alcohol by the drink in certain limited restaurants
Over the recent weeks many comments have
seating 100 or more and deriving 70 percent or
been printed pro and con regarding the restaurant
more of their revenue from the sale of foodj.
This ballot issue does not allow the sale of referendum (wet vote) here in Murray, and none
alcohol in package stores or bars. Since the sale of the letters really told us what consumption of
of alcdhol is much more limited than in these alcohol, as a drug, is like.
Quoting from a Red Cross brochure, "Drugs
- other cities, it would be reasonable to expect to
and their Abuse," "Effects: Alcohol is a depressee little or no. change in the number of DUls.
All of the statistics they refer to are county sant affecting first, the higher reasoning areas of
-111.1 arrests. In most cases, only one city in the the brain with a feeling of relaxation or a sense
count} allows alcohol, not the entire county. City of exhilaration due to the release of inhibitions.
DUI arrest comparisons would be a more accurate Later, motor activity, motor skills, and coordination are disrupted, and with deepening intoxicalit' less spectacular) statistic.
IF you talked with law enforcement officials in tion, other bodily processes are disturbed. Superthese communities, they would explain why DUls ficial blood vessels are dilated, causing a feeling
of warmth even though the actual effect is an
)went up after alcohol was allowed.
Increased taxes from the sale of alcohol allowed increased loss of. body heat. Respiration decreasthe community to. increAs.c..alpillual•.law..enforce- es,. consciousness wanes; coma and death May
'men) 'efforts'. In most cities, over $100,000 per result. Even a moderate amount of alcohol in com>car is collected for this increased law enforce- bination with a • barbiturate or minor tranquilizer
may be hazardous."
ment.
Could we say that drinking alcohol is dangerIncreased enforcement results in increased arrests
in the first years afer enforcement begins and then ous to our health? I believe that we've all known
results in reduced numbers of Mils in all future people who could not stop with one drink due to
ears. No additional tax burden is placed on the the addictive nature of alcohol. There are also
community to support this law enforcement effort. those persons who are affected more by only one
It is quite possible that Murray will see no drink than others.
Would we deliberately override our knowledge
increase in the number of DUls in 2001 and will
see reduced numbers of DUls in the future because and ignore our conscience by voting "yes" to bring
more funds are available for alcohol law enforce- more alcohol into our communities? If we are listening to God's still, small voice, we will vote
ment.
I am voting •yes' for restaurants and a safer "no."
Murray.
Maryann R. Pavlick
1530 Oxford Drive
Michael Cowen
Murray. KY 42071
88 Charlestown Lane
New Concord, KY 42076

Vote includes
restaurants only

Alcohol harmful
to local residents

Vote will allow
Alcohol would freedom of choice

hurt locals
. Dear Editor;
After reading the recent Murray Ledger'& Times,
Restaurant Menus 2000 insert. I thought it a wonderful opportunity to thank our local entrepreneurs
who work so hard to keep us fed - Dutch Essenhaus' delicious food, fast service and clean environment. Los Portales' authentic "south of the border" cuisine: Boulders' trendy and tasty foods enjoyed
by MSU students and locals alike. Rudy's. Martha's,
Tom's Grille. 15th & Olive. August Moon, China
House. Dumplin's. Pagliai's. El Meson, Hungry
Bear arc but a small.,sampling of dining choices
available to us.
I thank you dishwashers, servers, cooks, managers and owners for your hard work every day.
Please know that results of this November restaurant referendum will effect the livelihood of our
local restaurants and their employees.
'Chain restaurants that serve alcohol are from
big cities like Dallas. Minneapolis. Pittsburgh: they
receive financial backing from the corporation.
They have no vested interest in our communitv except to make money for the corporation.

da
ext

Dear Editor:
I am a responsible, mature, well-educated person. Why would I ever agree to allow you to
make a decision for me?
If I do allow you to make a decision for me
regarding my right to enjoy alcohol, in Murray, in
my favorite restaurant, what freedom will you take
away from me next?
Vote "yes" for restaurants in Murray. Vote yes
for returning your freedom.
Leah Powers
1405 Vine St.
Murray, KY 42071

Editor's Note: Because of the
large volume of letters the Ledger
& Times has received regarding
the Restaurant Referendum, there
is no guarantee of publication
prior to the election. Letters under
250 words have a greater chance
of being published.
- Amy Wilson

ST. LOUIS (AP) — In their
270 minutes of prime-time debate
television, Al Gore and George
W. Bush left some lessons on what
to do and what to avoid for the
presidential nominees who will be
the debaters of 2004 — one of
whom will surely be one of them.
They're providing more bad
examples than good ones after a
three debates that produced neither major breakthroughs nor memorable lines.
Not even the dogged debate
watcher who stayed tuned in to
all four of the debates — three
presidential, one vice presidential
— could point to a telling turn
of a phrase.
Not even a mundane comment
that worked, like Ronald Reagan's
weary "There you go again" to
Jimmy Carter in 1980.
No major blunders to remember, either, although both Bush
and Gore erred and overstated,
and the Republican nominee scored
post-debate points on the vice president's tendency to exaggerate.
It was like a Broadway musical that left the audience without
a tune to hum on the way out.
No show stoppers, nothing even
close.
While there were debate detours,
each nominee succeeded in pushing • his chosen line of attack in
all three meetings. Gore accusing
Bush of favoring big corporate
interests and a tax cut for the
wealthy, Bush calling the vice president a big spending Democrat
who wants the government making decisions Americans should be
free to make foe themselves.
Gore says jokingly that his
debate performances were like the
porridge in "Goldilocks and the
Three Bears"; first too hot, then
too cool, and "the third one was
just right'
debatable.
But, the self-appraisal should
carry a lesson.
A nominee — especially one
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Associated Press Writer
with more than 40 campaign debates
behind him — ought to know his
game plan gpingjp to the megadebates of the campaign for the
White House.
In Boston, he offered exasperated sighs and shrugs. Eight days
later, in Winston-Salem, N.C., he
was sedate, even apologetic. In
the final debate, he was aggressive, stalking across the stage,
armed with a microphone, toward
Bush in the St. Louis finale.
Gore is the candidate who made
a point of telling voters he wants
them to see him for who he really is, and abrupt style changes on
television do not serve that goal.
Bush played Bush start to finish.
Same old guy, often same old
lines, neither compelling nor commanding, but steady, avoiding the
kind of tongue twisted words and
sentences that made him a target
of the television comics.
He had to deal with the toughest question of the debates, when
a man in St. Louis told Bush he
had seemed proud to have Texas
executing more convicts than any
other state, and wanted to know
whether he really was.
No, Bush said, but he his job
is to uphold the law, and he is
proud that violent crime is town
and criminals are held accountable in Texas.
What could have been a troublesome topic for Bush was defused,
and so was the issue, because
--Gare- -said he, too, supports capital punishment. and they both,said
it is a deterrent to crime. But Bush could have used adebate lesson on rebuttals.

Gore said 10 times in Boston
that Bush's tax cut Would give
the wealthiest I percent of taxpayers
more money than he would spend
on needs like education and health
care. Bush complained about fuzzy
math and phony numbers.
But it was not until the second debate that he produced his
own numbers to dispute Gore's.
Bush blundered into one debate
lesson for future nominees before
this set even started.
He tried to pre-empt the schedule set by the private Commission on Presidential Debates, which
has sponsored them since 1988
and chooses dates and sites before
the nominees are selected.
The Bush campaign snubbeci
the commission until late summer,
and arniounced during the Democratic national convention that the
governor would accept only one
of its three planned debates, and
wanted the other 'two held on TV
interview shows.
Gore said that showed he was
trying to duck, and Bush wound
up defending himself, a campaign
diversion that muted his message.
He had to yield and the debates
were when and where the commission had planned them.
The lesson there is that debating debates is pointless, and potentially damaging.
The commission role as sponsor and scheduler_of the debates
will be stronger in _2004..
The candidate who resists, even
If he is the president seeking reelection, could risk the problems
Bush had before this round.

Gore follows Clinton lead
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
On Bill Clinton's home field, Al
Gore followed the president's playbook in laying claim to a traditionally Republican issue: cutting
government.
Just as Clinton's support of tough
anti-crime measures and welfare
overhaul helped blunt the Republicans' advantage on these issues,
Gore's call for paying down the
debt and his pledge to shrink the
size of government is designed to
offset another traditional GOP issue.
Gore is even trying to pin the
"tax-and-spend" label on Texas
Gov. George W. Bush, claiming
his Republican presidential rival's
tax cut and spending plans would
mark a return to deficits.
"Governor Bush likes to rail
against big government. Yet on
his watch, the size of government
in Texas has grown," said Gore,
the Democratic presidential nominee. -Texas now has more government workers on the payroll
than the state of New York."
He continued: "I'm opposed to
big government. I'm for a smaller, smarter government — one that
serves people better, but offers
real change and gives more choices to our families."
Bush isn't willing to concede
that Gore is anything but a traditional tax-and-spend Democrat,
while portraying himself as the
true fiscal conservative, one willing to shrink the federal govern-
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WASHINGTON TODAY

JONATHAN D. SALANT
Associated Press Writer
ment by cutting the amount of

"That program that was put in
taxes it takes in.
place in '93 with the objection of
"Rather than increasing the size every Republican has had a huge
and scope of the federal govern- impact."
ment like my opponent would like
Sen.. Blanche Lincoln, D-Ark„
to do. I'd like_ to'send some of who supported the unpopular packthat money back to the people," age as a member of the House
Bush said.
and had a tough re-election race
Gore isn't backing down either.
in 1994, said -Gore was right to
On Tuesday, both in his speech
tout
his tie-breaking vote.
on cutting government and at an
"The
'93 budget allowed us to
earlier rally in this Arkansas capget
to
where
we are today," she
deciding
ital, Gore boasted of his
vote in 1993 to pass Clinton's deficit said. "You do, the math.
."You do the figuring: The longest
reduction package, a combination
of spending cuts and tax hikes on prosperity we've had."
the wealthy that Republicans used
Gore's pledge to cut the size
to capture both houses of Con- of the federal government and not
gress in the 1994 elections.
increase the work force, "not even
Even Clinton walked away from by one position," is an appeal to
the legislation, telling Democratic moderates that are key to winning
donors during his 1996 re-election the Nov. 7 election, said Herbert
campaign that he raised their taxes
Alexander, a political science protoo much.
fessor at the University of SouthNot Gore.
"That vote in '93 directly led ern California.
"He's got to continue to try to
to the strongest economy in our
win
votes from people who, are
nation's history," Gore told an
wavering,"
Alexander said. "He
approving crowd. "It helped unharneeds
to
appeal
to their more conness the talents .and skills of the
servative economic 'policies."
American people.

We want to print your letters...
but you must follow these guidelines.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name, address and telephone number.
• Letters must be under 500 words - and they will be counted. All letters
are subject to editing. Form letters are not accepted.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter. Because of a
backlog of letters pertaining to the alcohol vote, there is no guarantee that
all will be published.
• Emailed letters are acceptable, but require a confirmation phone call after
transmission to ensure they have been received.
letters may be submitted by fax at 270-753-1927, by email to murrayledgercom or
bu mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071. For questions, call Amy Wil,on at 270-753-1916, ext. 27.
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Art department to host auction

DEATHS

The department of art at Murcombining
Mrs. Alberta Griffith, 94, Murray, died Wednesday, Nov. 1, 2000, ray State University is
Nov. 10.
cause
fun
with
a
worthy
at 6:05 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
department is hosting its
The
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
annual art auction to benefit student scholarship funds and visiting artists.
Mrs. Velma Heath Hendon, 84, Sha-Wa Circle, Murray, died WednesA reception will begin at 6 p.m.
day, Nov. 1, 2000, at 11:20 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an and the auction will be held at 7
extended illness.
p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle Art
She was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts
Her husband, Leland Perry Hendon, died Jan. 20, 2000. Born Feb. Center.
1, 1916, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
Clarence Heath and Mattie Downs Heath.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha Hendon Roberts, one
granddaughter, Mrs. Danette Jones and husband, Darren, one greatgrandchild, Kennedy Adawn Jones, and one sister, Mrs. Odessa McKinney and husband, James, all of Murray; two brothers, James Heath
aad wife, Pat, Detroit, Mich., and Wilma Heath and wife, Opal, Paducah.
The funeral - will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Roy Gibson and the Rev. Mark
Mohler will officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from. 5 to 7:30 p.m. Fri-day.

Mrs. Alberta Griffith

Mrs. Velma Heath Hendon
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Ira Witty McKinney
Ira Witty McKinney, 90, Madison Heights, Mich., formerly of Calloway County, died Tuesday. Oct. 31, 2000, in Madison Heights.
Mr. McKinney moved horn Calloway County to Michigan in 1958
and worked from the Courier Lumber Co. He retired in 1975 and'
moved back to Calloway County, but had moved back to Michigan
to be near family members a few years ago.
His wife, Mrs. Ellen McKinney, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Hazel Gilbert, Madison
Heights, and Mrs. Anna Dunn, Fort Worth, Texas; five grandchildren,
Alvin, Ira and Mark Dunn, Carol Brock and David Herndon Gilbert;
eight, great-grandchildren, Nichole, Deonna, Talina, Stephanie, David,
William, Tiffany and Ashley; one great-great-grandchild, Clayton; several nieces and nephews from Calloway County.
Hoperoft Funeral Home, 31145 John R., Madison Heights, MI 48071
is in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Lowe enrolls
at Centre
Ashley Lowe of Murray has
enrolled this year at Centre College, Danville.
Lowe and other Centre freshmen arrived on campus as the college was thrust ,into the national
limelight. Centre hosted this year's
only vice presidential debate, held
Oct. 5 on campus. More than 2,200
media representatives were on hand
to cover the event. Many students
worked as debate volunteers.
Lowe is the daughter of Richard
and Melonie Lowe of Murray and
is a graduate of Calloway County High School. At Centre, Lowe
is part of a diverse student body
that represents 38 states and nine
foreign countries. \
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Sperath encourages community
members to join the art department for some fun and to support
MSU's art students. Call (270)
762-6734 for more information.

Paid For By Candidate

MURRAY,
it's time to hear the

TRUTH.
The truth is, cities that pass the
Restaurant Referendum receive
many benefits...

/More restaurants
/More good, clean jobs

JBetter control of consumption
itA better social atmosphere to
recruit industry

Decide for yourself. These citizens did..

•

SUBSCRIBE
with legal sales
associated
problems
bet"Predictions of
Overall, we are a
true...
not come
of liquor have because of it.
ter community
Madisonville Mayor
Cunningham,
7/30/00
Karen
Tile.A.0-5WI

Zoviay m011linlent

0.
•Caring Staff.. Locally owned for 53 yrs.
Cjw-•Comparable pricing•27 yrs. of experience in individual
design to meet customer satisfaction. We offer the best in
personal memorials. Shop with our full service stall.
Evening and weekend
appointments welcomed.

1707 West Main (94W)• Murray, KY
270-753-1962 • FAX 270-753-1962

Investments Since 1854.
Porfic9eas ams

Same priers an' noir in &Wane and cents.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.--.......
•
Mr Products
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Firstar
tord Motor
General Electric
General Motors
(;oodrich
Goodyear
HopFed Bank*
IBM
Ingersoll Rand

"Fall Harvest," watercolor of two pumpkins, by Dean Johannes,
LaGrange, MSU alumnus.

No. 2 On The Ballot

FOR ALL YOUR
FARM NEWS READ
THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

+ 37.92 Intel
36'. -".. Kroger
22'.+1. L6 & E
46', -'. Lucent Tech
36'. unc Mattel
62'. -`. McDonalds
35'. +'. Merck
48.20 + .78 Microsoft
12'. +'. J.C. Penney
90'. 1`. Pfizer, Inc.
I911111s I
Quaker Oats
25". unc Schering-Plough
C4'. '.. Sears
60'-'. Texaco
19'. .
1 Time Warner
19.00 + .50 Union Planters
B 11 A UST
100".+ 2'. Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc

Our Best investment Is You.

V

tion pieces will be Noy. 6-10. The
gallery is located at 15th and Olive
streets in Murray and evening hours
will be extended for visitor convenience. The gallery will remain
open Monday and Wednesday until
7:30 p.m., and Tuesday and Thursday until 9 p.m.

City Council

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3386

il-

lowings, with the other artists hard
at work doing just that.
The cliche, buy low and sell
high, applies here, Sperath notes,
with "really great bargains to be
had."
The auction features a couple
of new twists this year. Buyers
may pay by credit card, and the
silent auction will run until the
end of the live auction so no one
will miss the chance to rebid.
A preview opportunity to see
the art and bid on the silent auc-

'Tea Time," pit fired porcelain teapot with two cups, by
Martha Robertson Puckett, Louisville. MSU alumnus.

Every time this issue is voted on in
a community, the opposition tries
to scare the public into voting
"No" with "doom & gloom" tactics.

22".unc
24". -'.
23".. + 1'.
13'. +'..
311".+1.
.
88'.- 1"
70'. +..
II -',
431:unc
81'4,2.
Wm - Is.
40.72 + .22
7960 + 2.29
14%
24'. unc
18'.

*Holliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

er

The auction will feature something for everyone -jewelry. pottery, paintings, prints, photographs,
sculpture, woodworking, drawings
and fibers are some of the media
included. A few multimedia items
will be included as well.
The live auction includes 40
pieces and gallery director Albert
Sperath says. "collectible" is the
word. Many of the artists whose
work is included have built fol-

Mrs. Erlinda Morales
Mrs. Erlinda Morales, 69, Dexter, died Tuesday, Oct: 31, 2000, at
7:15 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 10, 1931, in Tennessee, she was the daughter of the late
M.V. Tidwell and Dora Tidwell. Also preceding her in death were
three sisters, Elizabeth Lockman, Ellen Muffer and Ruby Tidwell.
Survivors include one son, James Bailey, Chicago, Ill.; two grandchildren, Juan Hosea Bailey and Veronica Bailey; three sisters, Mrs.
Marie Miller, Mrs. Wanda Adams and Mrs. Esther Killabrew, all of
Mayfield; three brothers, Elbert Tidwell, Fairdealing, and Frank Tidwell and Charles Tidwell, both of Nashville, Tenn.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
in Briensburg Cemetery in Marshall County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.
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"Liquor by the drink has had
no impact
on crime. There has been
a DECREASE
in DUls since the
referendum."
James Boyd, Police Chief
Columbia, Tennessee

"We don't have any good
restaurants that
will come in here without allowing
them to
serve liquor by the drink."
Bob Tackett, Area Director
Church of God International in
Morehead
&tweaks= 9/27/00
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MURRAY

Let's,Pass The Restaurant Referendum

MORE RESTAURANTS • MORE JOBS • MORE CONTROL
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MD YOU KNOW..

JO'S DATEBOOK

C011irMin has a Bargain Basement?

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

A place where you can save everyday. Miirs, ladies,
& kids at huge discount prices. Now you canfind mens
jeansfor $29.99, all ladies merchandise up-to
70 or 80% OFF. So ifits bargaips you want
shop the Bargain Basement at Corn Austin.
402 Main St.

Mrs. Flossie Mercer of Murray will celebrate her 99th birthday on Monday. She is a patient in the Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The widow of Charles Mercer, long-time barber of Murray,
Mrs. Mercer is a former licensed practical nurse. During her
nursing career, she was asked by many mothers to be with
them during the birth of their children. A member of First
Baptist Church, she was active in the work of the church.
Cards or personal notes would be appreciated, her daughter,
LeDon, said. Her son is Dr. Charles Mercer.

753-2472

NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

SHOE

Glendale & 4th St.• Murray
OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

DELTA MEETING...Catherine Sivills, left, guest speaker, talks
with Sally DuFord, hostess, at a meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S

010
UP TO

WOFF

SUGG

THIS Weal< ONLY!
Select Ladies Boots or Dress Shoes
Buy Two Pair Get One FREE!
Buy One Pair of Men's Dress Shoes Get
The Second Pair at Half Price!
$5.00 Off Of Our Already Low Priced Select Athletics.
Snli
ol 99/
DOC MARTENS — Shoes LU I Boots $3299

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

90-179
Days
180-364
Days

5.75% $2500

10 Months

6.85% $2500

5.25%

Candlelight Vigil tonight

4:

$2500

I4EPOLIDIES

6.00%

e Fade&
7o,
t
tr

24 Months

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
,yields,are effective Nov. 1, 2000.

r

The reception for members of the Murray Woman's Club who
have joined since January of 2000 will be tonight (Thursday) at 7
p.m. at the club house. Suzie Crook, membership chairman, urges
all new members and other club members to attend.

_
• gardening
• Wedding
• Vountiful
Snack Vasket
• Housewarming

• get Well

• eirthday
• eaby
• New Home

dhorui._rehearsal on Thursday
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. at the club
house. Kathy Mowery, director, urges all members to attend and
to note the earlier time.

North Festival on Friday

• 9nspirational and Special Moments
*Delivery Available to area hospitals, funeral homes
and retirement homes.
"Ask about
Home Parties

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut
South Branch: 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market

North Elementary School will have its fall festival on Friday at
the school. The kitchen will open at 5 p.m.; Crowning of the King
and Queen will be at 5:30 p.m.; and door prizes will be given at
8:30 p.m. but persons must be present to win. This is open to all
interested persons.

V

(270)436-6260

AreD

On Saturday from 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center will host a fund-raising breakfast.
A donation of $3 per person is suggested. All proceeds will go to
the Building Expansion Fund for the Senior Citizens- Center.

New Member event Thursday

Oemagait
ill

6.00% $1000

Seniors to serve breakfast

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will offer
Community First Aid & Safety, which includes certification m
infant,, child and adult CPR as well as first aid training, on Nov.
6 and 13 from 6 to 10 p.m. Pre-registration is required at the Red
Cross office located on second floor of Weaks Community Center.
For information call 753-1421.

•

$1000

Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present live bluegrass music on Friday at 7:30 p.m. at Weaks Community Center.
If you play an instrument, bring it along and join in the off-stage
jam sessions. There is no admission.

Red Cross will offer class

Dixieland Shopping Center • Call /or appt. 270-753-0882

12-23
Months

Bluegrass music Friday

"Winter Wonderland Bazaar" will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2
pm-.-at--Good Shepherd -United Methodist Church, Highway 121
South at Cherry Corner. Baked goods, crafts, and the thrift shop
including a -large selection of -yard sale items will be featured.'
Breakfast of ham and sausage biscuits and lunch of soup, chili and
pie will be served.

Purchase 1 hr. massage & get 30
min. for only $15. Expires Nov 30
Margaret Johnson
R.N., B.S.N., C.M.T

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group will host a special candlelight vigil tonight (thursday) from
7 to 7:30 p.m. in the hospital board room. This event pays tribute .in honor and memory of loved ones affected by Alzheimer's.

Bazaar at Good Shepherd

COMING SOON
Hot Stone Therapy & Steam Canopy

-1
ANNUAL
PERfr,
E1T
DAGE

Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. This is open to all members of the club. Hosts will be
Lola and Joe Pat James, phone 753-8537. -

Catherine Sivills, marketing
The speaker was introduced by
director for the Murray-Calloway Karen Olson, vice chairman.
Refreshments were served by
County Hospital Wellness Center.
was the guest speaker at the Octo- Sally DuFord. hostess.
ber meting of the Delta _DepartThe next meeting of the department.of the Murray Woman's Club. ment will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Sivills informed the group of at the club house. Sr. Margaret
the center's history, membership Ann Seasly, LPN, will speak about
opportunities, services, facilities "Massage Therapy."
Hostesses will be Joanne
and equipment. and physical assessment tests available to persons hold- Cohoon, Sally Alexander and Hazel
ing membership.
Tarry.
Massage Therapy, Aromatherapy,
Ear Candling, Relaxing Para Fang° Body
Wrap, Facial/Foot Spa Treatments

The annual bazaar, bake sale and lunch will be Saturday from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray.

Couples Bridge planned

Delta Department
hears Sivills speak

RET

Bazaar at Immanuel

V

Trade Day in Murray

Kathy Farley

An old fashioned Trade._ Day, Market. and _Car Exhibit- will be
Saturday on the -Murry. Downtown Court Square. Events will be
market and trading starting at 8:30 a.m., antique cars displayed at
9 a.m.; Nicky Ryan's-Fish Fry and more at 11 a.m.; Auction with
W. Dan Farris at noon. This will be sponsored by Main Street
Murray in cooperation with The Murray Tourism Commission.

Phone: 767-BANK
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7th Anniversary...

Little Vampire
PG -110-3.20-710-920

Don't Miss The

Lucky Numbers
R - 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:30
Blair Witch 2
R- 1:05 - 3:10 - 7:05 - 9:10

10
4

Bedazzled
PG13 - 1:15- 3:15 - 7:15- 9:15
Pay It Forward
PG13 - 1:00- 3:35 - 7:00 - 9:35

200Io to 500Io Off

Meet The Parents
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:40- 7:25 - 9:40

Casa del Sol
1100 CHESTNUT • MURRAY •753-1133
Hrs.: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Services and Support Committee of North ,Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council will tntet Piiiday at 7:30 a.m.
at the school.

Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

•••••••••••••••

It's Our

PM

North committee will meet

1008 Chestnut St.

•

HOST FAMILIES NEEDED
Make a new lifelong friend
from abroad. Enrich your
family with another culture. Now you can host an
exchange student(girl or
boy)from Sweden, Germany,
France, Spain, England,
Japan, Brazil, Italy or other
countries. Becoming a hoot to
a young international visitor
is an experience of a lifetime!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hanna, I6yrs.
fan, 17Yrk
Call for information or to choos'your own exchange student. Large
variety of nationalities, interests, hobbies, etc. now available (single
parents, couples with or without children may host). Call us now.

Remember The Titans
PG - 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:45
•
•
•
•
•

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Petra at 1-800-473-0696
www.asse.com
Founded
19"ti
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International
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Humane Society plans bazaar, bake sale
Get Christmas shopping done
and make a difference in the lives
of animal friends on Nov. 11 as
the Humane Society of Calloway
County sponsors its annual holiday bazaar and bake.
The event will be from 9 a.m.

to 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
Volunteers and those wishing
to donate baked goods or handmade items should arrive at the
library after 3 p.m. on Nov. 10.
A planning meeting for volun-

birthe Unit
urray,
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CELLTOUCH,inc.

No Long Distance

Dixieland Shopping Center

$35
200 minutes
FREE Nokia 918
& Car Charger

Authorized Agent

Wilson and Palmer vows
will be said on Nov. 18
upport
from
s tribner's.

spring can produce 67,000 dogs
in six years.
*Nationwide 55 per cent of
dogs and puppies and 71 percent
of cats and kittens entering shelters must be put to sleep. Compared with the number of animals
born, there can never be enough
homes for them all.
The society reminds the public
that having pets sterilized can also
mean a more healthful life for the
pet.
The new message line number
is 436-6250.
For information about the bazaar
and bake sale, or how to volunteer, call Diana at 436-5920 or
Jane at 753-5740.

(Behind Hardees 041 Chestnut St.)

Cassidy Wilson and Timothy Palmer

('otin
ill he

teers will be Nov. 4 at 10 a.m.
at the library annex.
Bazaar and Bake Sale proceeds
will go tqward the society's
spay/neuter program which helps
support affordable operations in
the community.
The society has helped nearly
200 individuals and families to
spay or neuter their pets in the
last year alone.
Some facts highlight why having an animal "fixed for life—is
in everyone's best interest include
the following:
*One female cat and her offspring can produce 420,000 cats
in seven years.
* One female dog and her off-

Sign up for Prepaid Cellular today
and receive 30 FREE MINUTES!!

LIBRARY DISPLAY...Pictured is a part of the display on
crafts shown at the Calloway County Public Library during
the month of October.

Waived Activation Fee!

Available on new one year service agreement. Sub)ect to credit check and
for ea termination of contract. Other restrictions ma a
will be char

royal Fee

Cassidy Wilson of Enfield, Ill., and Timothy Palmer of Kirksey
will be married Saturday, Nov. 18, 2000, at 3 p.m. at Trinity United
Methodist Church, Paducah, located three miles west on U.S. Hwy.
62 from Exit 7 in Paducah.
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis of Murray will officiate. Jimmy Wilson
will be pianist.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Many invitations were sent, but all relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Kenneth and Cindy Wilson at
Enfield. III.
She is a lecturer at Murray State University teaching computers
and precision agriculture for the school of agriculture.
The groom-elect is the son of David and Paula Palmer, grandson
of Baron Palmer and great-grandson of Lowell Palmer, all of Kirksey.
He is pastor of Coldwater and Lynn Grove United Methodist
Churches. He also works part time at Miller Funeral Home and is a
part-time farmer. He is pursuing a bachelor of science in agriculture
at Murray State University.
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Why drive out of town for restaurants that — if we give them a chance -- will
come to Murray? By staying here, you and your loved ones don't have to be
on the road so long.., you can spend your money in Murray instead of other
cities... and you can enjoy restaurants that we've all eaten in before.

who

at 7
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Club
club
anti

BOOK SIGNING—Local author Henry Buchanan, center, signs
copies of his latest works, "Sinner Messiah" and "Jay Cee:
A Political Novel of the Presidency," for the Calloway County Public Library. Also pictured- are Regional Librarian Susan
Dunman, right, and Library Director Ben Graves.
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STUART
ALEXANDER

You've been told that this is NOT a Restaurant

You've been told that Murray won't rectilave an

Referendum.

economic impact from this referendum.

The Truth is... this referendum

Es entia(Day Spa

MURRAY INDEPSHDENT SCHOOL BOARD

NUMBER 30W THE BALLOT
I be
1 be
d at
with
treet

only impacts restaurants. It does
NOT allow bars or package stores to
open. It will allow restaurants to serve
a drink with your meal, but only if they
seat 100 or more people and receive 70
percent of their total sales from food. It's
that simple.

You've been told that DUls will increase when
Murray passes this referendum.
SPECIALIZING IN:
*Massage Therapy *Facials
•AVEDACI Products & OPI
• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
• Body Treatments
*Manicures 8r Pedicures
1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray
Patel foa by Stuart Alf,xander

767'-0760

"I can't believe my hair has so
much body & it's not a perm!"

Dennis Johnson. P H

HEFIDLINES

Cuts
Curl
into
hair!

"Home ofthe Helix Cut" Perfect for all hair types!
It works!

kr

Call Dennis Johnson for appt:

Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

. 270-753-0882
Now accepting Visa & Mastercard

The Truth is... police records
in other cities show a DECREASE in
Ms after passing Restaurant Referendums. For example, in Madisonville,
DUI incidents DECREASED 36 percent
from 1991 to 1998. Why? Because there is
better control of alcohol consumption
in cities that put the control in the hands of
restaurants.

FACT

The Truth is... cities that
have passed similar referendums have seen incredible economic advantages:

Madisonville has yearly revenues in
excess of $200,000 on alcohol tax
alone...
Ashland collects about $450,000 in
alcohol tax revenues every year.

Cookeville (Tenn.) has collected over
$2.5 million in the last five years
from restaurant food and alcohol
sales tax...
And 8 out of 9 counties in Kentucky
that passed similar referendums have
shown an increase in -manufacturing
jobs in the past five years. Five
showed up to 5,000 new jobs, while
no "dry" county gained more than
1,000.

OTO 11 7000./

MURRAY

Let's Pass The Restaurant Referendum

MORE RESTAURANTS • MORE JOBS • MORE CONTROL
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Tigers'playoff launch versus Rockets
since Smith was injured Oct. 13 at Mayfield.
"I thought Lone Oak got the better of us up
front in the first half, and it took us a while to
Eleven weeks after opening the 2000 campaign
make some adjustments," Fisher explained. "But once
with a 37-0 thumping of Crittenden County, the
we made those corrections, those kids got better as
High football team finds itself
Murray
a unit as the game wore on. Our play on both sides
back where it started — hosting the Rockets Friday
of the line is an important area for us."
at Ty Holland Field.
Fisher also liked how the postseason pans out
However, the rematch will mean much more this
for Murray, which would either visit No. 8 Trigg
time around.
County or host Fulton City if it moves on to the
While the Aug. 18 meeting provided momentum
second round.
for the winner, this week's contest is in the first
"As far as travel goes. (the draw) worked out
the Class A state playoffs, and
round of
well,"
said Fisher, whose Tigers played at eventual
the
redemption
the loser won't have a chance at
state runner-up Hancock County — a four-hour drive
following Friday.
-- in the second round last year.
"You start getting ready for the playoffs back in
"We're looking forward to playing someone new
this
the weight room in the spring and summer, and
in the playoffs.- We're always playing somebody like
what you play your season for." said is
Russellville, and we haven't played Crittenden CounMurray head coach Rick Fisher, whose ninth-ranked
ty
in the playoffs since 1991."
Tigers take an 8-2 record and the First District's
Yet the Tigers are familiar enough with the Rocksecond seed into its postseason showdown with 5ets to know that the Crittenden squad that opened
5 Crittenden. the third seed out of the Second Disthe season with eight fumbles and a host of other
trict.
mistakes — while Murray fumbles nine times — is
"One game and you're out, so we have to stay
not the same team that MHS will face Friday night.
focused and do the things that will bay us another
"Everyone's goal is to get better by the end of
week."
'
the
year, but (Crittenden) has improved," Said Fishlast
week
season
at
home
MHS closed the regular
er, who noted how the Tigers scored three touchwith a 48-14 Senior Night win over Class 3A foe
downs when the Rockets had only 10 men on the
Lone Oak. The Tigers committed four fumbles and
field
and that Bobby Smith added a fourth tally
an interception while Purple Flash quarterback Erik
after scooping up a Murray fumble.
East fan 70 yards for a touchdown and passed for
"It was truly an early August game; they made
another during a first half that resulted in a 14-14
three
critical mistakes in the first game that they
tie.
won't make again. They've changed some personnel
But Lone Oak -turned the ball over on .their first
and they're more of a seasoned football team this
four second-half possessions and senior.Bobby Smith
SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo
— in his first start at tailback for injured teammate RUNNING THE SHOW...Murray High senior quarterback Thomas Olive (13) prepares to time around. They decided to go with some of their
younger people, and now those kids have had a
Anthony Cogdell — responded with 294 yards and
pitch the ball during an option play in the Tigers' 48-14 Senior Night victory over Lone
season to gain some maturity.five touchdowns on 18 rushes.
" That confidence gained through experience, comFisher believes Smith's yardage and touchdown Oak Friday at Ty Holland Field. Ninth-ranked Murray (8-2) opens the Class A state playbined with the usual Rocket recipe of a mis-directotals are Murray school records, and the'Tiger -skip- offs at home Friday versus
per was definitely impressed by Smith's perform- ankle — finishing, the year 96 yards away from long time," Fisher said. "Injuries force you to do tion Wing-T offense, a bend-but-don't:break 4-3
ance, the best statistical effort by any MHS running consecutive 1,000-yard seasons — and is still ques- things you don't want to do, but that's part of the defense 'that is tough against the run and a healthy
tionable for Crittenden County.
game and you have to account for that, so we'll helping of trick play's in the kicking game, could
.back in Fisher's tenure dating back to 1990.
Murray could also be without starting defensive shuffle some people around and see how it goes." spell- trouble for the Tigers if they are looking too
-When Bobby finally figured out .what to do as
However, MHS did receive some good news from far ahead into the future.
far as a running back is concerned and picked up ends Lorne Stanfa and Drew Henry Friday, as Stan"Throughout the years, the biggest upsets have
some little secrets, he was unstoppable," Fisher .said. fa strained a knee ligament and Henry suffered a the knee surgery on left tackle Justin Smith. The
1 knew (Lone Oak) was a good team and that we slight concussion versus Lone Oak. Stanfa. a soph- damage to two ligaments was not as bad as was traditionally been with the No. 2 and No. 3 seeds,
were in for a battle; we hurt ourselves with some omore, will likely be out two to three weeks, while originally thought, meaning that the 6-5, 332-pound so we have to be ready," Fisher said. "You can
senior could return to the lineup next week.
throw out the records; both teams are starting over
miscues in the first half, but we jumped on them Henry. a senior, is questionable for Crittenden.
Senior ends Josh Garland and Steven Prince will
Meanwhile, Fisher's offensive line made plenty with the same goal of a state championship, and it's
quickly and forced the into some mistakes, and we
move up the Tiger depth chart accordingly.
of progress in helping pound out 500 yards on the going to be important for us to go out and estab.
capitalized on them."
"This is as banged up as we've been in a long, ground against Lone Oak, the Tigers' second outing lish the tempo early."
Cogdell missed the Lone Oak game with a sprained
By MIKE OHSTROM

Staff Writer

Second District third seed Crittenden County.

Your authorized

ARTORVED
Class Ring Dealer

Jewelry
Repair &
Custom
Design

GOOD
LUCK
TIGERS

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Where Your Ideas Turn to Gold

Eede 011,Zed,
100-02 ate .1(47,

Murray Home
8 Auto

Dixieland Center
Murray, KY 42071
759-1141

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St.

753-5719

Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

Melt Away The
Pounds And Stress
/a

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
PROUD
SUPPORTER Or
TIGER FOOTRAU
FOR 70 meats.

Churchill
Funeral Home

pieitda at

It's not easy being in the
shoes of a single parent.

Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Terry & Karen Issac, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams
PARKER
1
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

GO TIGERS

753-5273 • 701 Main Street

201 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-2411

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

Call Today.

$999
• T

1 Large, 1 Topping
Pizza & 2 Liter Coke
(Deep Dish Extra)
COW.
,
vaad odO aoy 'the. oast 10,5 coupon
,
good on Donngnalor Offer vand 0010 coupon only VIP
, pays sales 'a'
al p1Phopenong stOnes only Comoro.
014111 amocable Our &wan canny leaf than 120 Or
Clun Owen 1
,
1 not penahroa o,Ole Cone*,
10f00
F yonos

Today,one out of four kids is being raised
by a single parent. If you're in those shoes,
the Y can give you the support you need.
and
We help kids build strong
develop self-esteem. So join and
family.
how we fit

values

see

your

DElivering a Millim Scrules a Div.

The fnth YMCA.It's for all of voUIT

f
i
k
53-6
Hi%

d.

1 ..\-LEASII YOUR POTENTIAL

•
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117 S. 1 2t h Street • Murray

753-3030

808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURR ‘1.

759-9622
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Anderson surprised by pick

SPORTS
EDITOR

II Racers picked
to finish second
in OVC race

Is OVC
seeing
change?
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Are
we witnessing a changing of
the guard in men's basketball
in the Ohio Valley Conference?
Well, it certainly appears
that way if you talk to the
two head coaches whose teams
are picked to sit atop the league
standings in 2000-01.
Austin Peay and defending
co-champion Murray State —
who has either won or shared
12 of the last 13 OVC titles
— were selected to finish Nos.
1 and 2, respectively, by league
coaches and sports information
directors during Media Day
activities Wednesday at the Gaylord Entertainment Center.
However,the OVC champion
won't come nearly as cut and
dried, according to Dave Loos
and Tevester Anderson.
"It will be interesting to see
how it all comes together,"
said Loos, Austin Peay's head
coach. "It's nice to be picked
first and it creates a lot of excitement at our school, but we
know it doesn't mean anything."
Part of Loos' skepticism
comes from the knowledge that
the OVC is making waves both
locally and nationally.
The OVC was the country's
17th-rated league last year.
"I think each school is making a serious commitment to
win," he explained. "The talent is great, and we've hired
some terrific coaches. This is
the best group of coaches I've
worked with so far."
The league welcomed two
new coaches into the fray yesterday — Eastern Kentucky's
Travis Ford and Tennessee
State's Nolan Richardson III.
They join an already impressive list of head coaches.
In addition, the talent base
has become more well-balanced
than in the past. That fact hasn't been lost with Anderson.
"The talent is' far superior
now than what it was when I
came into the OVC," said the
Murray State head coach.
"Some of the teams that we
won the league with a few
years ago wouldn't win it now.
," he continued.
"I'm not sure that the top
three or four teams are going
to finish that way this year."
_ Is change -truly on the way
in the OVC?
The jury's still out on that
one, but it may reconvene come
March.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE,Tenn. — Tevester
Anderson never ceases to be amazed
by his peers.
Despite losing four starters —
including Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Year Aubrey Reese
— and having a roster full of
players with no Division I-A experience, Anderson's fellow head
coaches and league sports information directors picked the Murray State Racers to finish second
in the OVC for the upcoming
2000-01 season.
"Every year, you guys surprise
me with where you pick us to
finish," said Anderson, addressing
the assembled crowd at Wednesday's OVC Media Day activities
in the Gaylord Entertainment Center.
"This must be some kind of
joke because we have way too
many new players and this league's
too talented ... I believe we have
a chance to be that good by the
end of the season, but we're not
that good right now."
Austin Peay, one of the Racers' biggest rivals, was the overwhelming favorite to win the OVC
title, garnering 14 of a possible
18 first-place votes. Murray State
received the other four.
"We're pleased to be picked
that high," said Austin Peay head

OVC MEN'S BASKETBALL
PRESEASON POLL
124
113
100

Austin Peay State (14)
Murray State (4)
Southeast Missouri State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
Morehead State
Tennessee State
9. Eastern Kentucky

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

84
78
56
33
33
27

2000-01 ALL-OVC TEAM
Isaac Spencer, Murray
Trenton Hassell, APSU
Kyle Hill, Eastern Illinois
Larne Smith, Tenn. Tech

(Sr. F)
(Sr. G/F)
(Sr- 9)
(Sr. F)
(Sr. G)

Michael StokeselEMO
coach Dave Loos, whose Cio‘er
nors return four starters from last
year's 18-10 campaign. "But I'm
a little smarter than I look. I realize that this means absolutely nothing right now. However, I do think
that we're returning a good basketball team."
Defending co-champion Southeast Missouri State was picked third,
followed by Tennessee Tech, East-'
ern Illinois, Tennessee-Martin,
Morehead State, Tennessee State
and Eastern Kentucky. MSU, who shared last year's
conference crown with SEMO, will
be looking for its 13th league
championship in 14 seasons when
the new year begins Nov. 20 against
Gardner-Webb.
But, in order to accomplish that
feat, Anderson will have to mold
a talented — yet inexperienced —
group of newcomers with four
returning players.
Luckily, one of those players
is senior forward Isaac Spencer, who

is returning for another season under
new NCAA legislation that was
passed last fall.
The 6-foot-6, 230-pounder was
voted the preseason co-player of
the year with Austin Peay's 'Tren-'
ton Hassell.
"We're going to be very young
this year," Anderson noted. "We
only have four players who have
played Division I basketball. But
it does help that we have Isaac
back. If we didn't have him back,
I don't know where we would
Murray and Southeast Missouri
State have been the OVC's most
dominant teams for the past two
seasons. They combine with Austin
Peay to make a powerful threesome atop the league.
But, as Anderson pointed out,
the OVC presents a unique challenge from top to bottom.
"This league has grown in leaps
and bounds since I've been in it,"
he explained. "If you look at what
we had five or six years ago, we
had a lot of talent. But the talent
is far superior now.
"I'm not sure that the top three
teams are going to finish that way
this year. There are so many good
teams out there. Anybody can win
it."
Loos agreed.
"I think each- school has made
a serious commitment to win," he
said. "They have hired some terrific coaches, and the league is in
great shape talent-wise. It's going
to be real tough to win this thing."
• Two new coaches were ushered into the OVC Wednesday.

File Photo

LEAGUE LEADER...Senior forward Isaac Spencer was selected as the preseason co-player of the year for the Ohio Valley Conference. Spencer shares the honor with Austin Peay's
Trenton Hassell.
Former Kentucky standout Travis
Ford was hired to take over a
struggling program at Eastern Kentucky. Two former UK players are
now coaching in the OVC, with
Morehead State's Kyle Macy being

the other.
Nolan Richardson III steps in
as the new head man at Tennessee
State after serving as an assistant
to his father at Arkansas the last
10 years.

Fields, MSU moving up in OW
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Eddie
Fields and the Murray State Lady
Racers are taking a cue from
George Jefferson — they're "moving on up."
After several years of being
picked to finish in the lower end
of the Ohio Valley Conference
standings, the Lady Racers get to
see the view from the top half

this year.
Murray, which finished tied for
third last season, was selected by
league head coaches and sports
information directors to finish
fourth at OVC Media Day Wednesday at the Gaylord Entertainment
Center.
"We've got several kids \coming back this year, and we feel
real good about where we're at
right now." said Fields. entering

Jacksonville awarded
2005 Super Bowl
ATLANTA (AP) — The Super
,That wasn't .the case for JackBowl will be dropping anchors in sonville, which required four balJacksonville.
lots to become one of the smallGoing along with the concept
st metropolitan areas to land the
of using cruise ships as floating bi st one-day event in Amerihotels, NFLowners voted Wednes- can sports.
day to bring their championship
"They voted for us because we're
game to north Florida for the first unique," said Wayne Weaver,owner
time.
of the Jaguars.
Jacksonville beat out Miami,
Jacksonville, with a metropoliwhich has played host to eight Super tan population just over 1 milBowls, in a closely contested race lion, was picked even though the
for the 2005 game.
NFL had concerns about A lack
_
As expected, the owneis-gave of hotel space and airline flights.
the 2004 Super Bowl to Houston
The city will dock at least 10
and the 2006 game to Detroit, cruise ships near Alltel Stadium
rewarding both cities for building on the St. John's River, adding 4.
new stadiums. Neither had oppo- about 8,000 rooms to its downsition.
town hotel capacity.

Along with many concerned citizens in Murray and
Calloway County, we wish to express our opposition to
the sale of alcoholic beverages, in restaurants, or otherwise, in Murray or Hazel. We wish to encourage each citizen to pray fervently regarding the upcoming referendum, and to VOTE AGAINST the legalization of alcohol
sales in our community.
Signed,
Johnny Bohannon Kenneth Cleaver
Bob Hargrove
Grundy Falwell
John Miller
Bill Looney
Dwaine Rogers
Jamie Potts

Ray Dunn
Jim Lawson
Charles 01re(

Elders of the

Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray, KY

his eighth season as the Lady Racers' head coach.
"But, every year, you just don't
know. I've always felt like there
was a lot of parity in this league.
Anything can happen on any given
night," he added.
Three-time defending champion
Tennessee Tech was again favored"
to finish in the top spot. Austin
Peay was picked second, Eastern
Kentucky third and then' MSU.
Southeast Missouri -State, Tennessee-Martin, Eastern Illinois, Tennessee State and Morehead State
rounded out the list.
Senior forward-center Monika.
Gadson was named to.the women's
All-OVC First Team while senior
forward Liz Stansberry was a second-team selection.
Tennessee Tech forward Janet
Holt was the preseason pick for

OVC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
PRESEASON POLL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
8.
9.

Tennessee Tech (14)
126
Austin Peay State (3)
111
Eastern Kentucky
94
Murray State
80
Southeast Missoun State (1) 73
Tennessee-Martin
63
Eastern Illinois
42
Tennessee State
36
Morehead State
23

2000-01 ALL-OVC TEAM
Janet Holt, Tennessee Tech
(Jr. F)
Brooke Armistead, APSU
(So. G)
(Sr. CIF)
Monika Gadson, Murray
Allison Clark, Tenn. Tech
(Jr. G)
(Sr. F/C)
Tamara Washington, TSU

OVC Pla>er of the Year.
The Lady Racers finished 1415 in 1999-2000, including an 117 mark in the OVC. Murray returns
10 'players. That group includes
four starters — Gadson, Stansberry, forward Susan Tackett and point

guard Link° Verebes.
"I think we're fine at No. 4,
but I think we're a better team
than that," Fields noted. "We've
got four good kids returning, and
that will be a big boost for us."
MSU got an earlier start than
normal to the exhibition season,
cruising to a 95-68 triumph over Bethel College Tuesday at the
Regional Special Events Center.
However, the Lady Racers were
predictably rusty — hitting just
30-of-53 shots from the foul line
and connecting on only 1-of-11 3point attempts.
"It's a little disappointing that
we didn't shoot the ball any bet.
te101en we did,- said Fields. "But
l'aMink it was good to get a game
under our belts. We're a little bit
ahead of everybody else, and I
think that's to our advantage."

* * *

Calloway Countians proudly support

Congressman Ed Whitfield
for re-election
Join us in supporting Ed Whitfield, a common-sense conservative who
shares our views and values. He's making our voice to be heard in
Congress and making us proud to say,"Ed Whitfield is our Congressman."
Calloway Countians can take pride in Ed Whitfield's solid record of representation: .
•A balanced budget
•Paying down the national debt
*Saving and strengthening Social Security and Medicare
•Record federal funding for local schools
•Providing for a strong national defense
•Staunch defender of the farm tobacco support program
•Reducing taxes
'Opposing abortion
•Funding for the new Lock project at Kentucky Dam
•Funding for local law enforcement agencies in battle against illegal drugs
*Strong supporter of workers' rights at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Join us in re-electing a Congressman who has served
our area and our nation with honor. Make this the year
you press the button to the right of Ed Whitfield.
Paid for by the Republican Party of Calloway County and Not
Authorized by Any Candidate or Candidate's Committee.
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Kickoff Friday November 3

Lakers set sights on Bowling Green
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The 2000 season was.a record-setting year for the
Callow4 County football team.
__Able the Lakers did lose their chance at back-tohack Class 3A First District championships with a 3433 loss to Paducah Tilghman Oct. 20, CCHS did run its
string of consecutive district victories to nine dating
hack to the undefeated 1999 title run.
The 13th-ranked Lakers (7-3) also put senior quarterback Tony Ryan in the school record books with single-season bests of 1,795 passing yards and 25 touchdowns through the air.
But once the dust settled from Calloway's 47-14
stampede of Muhlenberg North in Friday's regular-season finale in Greenville, head coach Joe Stonecipher
and his troops went right to work on preparing for this
week's opening-round playoff foe: No. 9 Bowling
Green.
In fact. the Lakers didn't begin their Sunday film
session with the usual review of the contest from the
previous Friday. But although Calloway is entering the
Nstseason with a steely gaze in its eyes, that icy stare
is glaring at the 8-2 Purples, not at last year's heartbreaking 14-7 first-round home loss to Warren Central.
"We're not looking back; our kids want to get better, but nobody wants to lose in the first round," said
Stonecipher. who noted how little work was required to
get his charges focused on Bowling Green, the thirdseeded team out of the Second District.
-This is a great senior class -- we haven't had to
motivate these kids because they're self-motivated, and
they'se_easy to coach."
The Lakers, the First District's second seed, could
meet Second District champion Warren Central next
week in Bowling Green. but to be able to exact revenge
versus the No. 8 Dragons (7-3), CCHS Must first stop
a Purples club that outscored its opponents 286-97.
Calloway and Bowling Green had an extensive
playcff history against over the past decade, including
----a-thritting 10-7 Laker gc!cond-round victory over the
top-ranked Purples at Jack Rose Stadium in 1996, the
last season current defensive coordinator Billy Mitchell
sat at the CCHS helm.
While th_e_ PUT_Jes do not_have-the_same kind of-talent they have been known for in years past,
Stonecipher knows how dangerous Bowling Green —
led by senior quarterback Bobby Mclvor and senior
defensive end-fullback Brad Bunton — can be.
However, the Laker skipper likes the way his team
stacks up on paper.

offense that begins in the 'I' formation but uses a multitude of different looks, enough to keep Stonecipher
and his assistant coaches from drawing a bead on what
the Bowling Green attack would like to do Friday.
"We have yet to see a set pattern from them, and
after watching film, we can't tell if they're prone to do
one thing or another," Stonecipher said.
Stonecipher explained that although Calloway's
defense allowed 1,500 yards'rushing to 954 passing
during the regular season, he believes that unit is more
comfortable against a ground-oriented offense. He also
noted that teams that line up in a variety of offensive
sets tend to use a handful of plays that best suit each
alignment.
"If we had our druthers, we'd like to make them run
the ball," Stonecipher said. "We feel we're better
defending the run, and good defensive teams try to take
away the things the offense does best."
Another way Calloway will try to negate Bowling
Green's quickness is by having junior placekicker
Adam Yezerski and senior punter Brady. Harris kick
away from the Purples' talented kick return corps.
"We're not going to kick it high and soft and let
them run under it with some momentum," Stonecipher
explained. "We're going to try to make (special teams)
very difficult for them."
The Lakers would like nothing better than to have a
repeat of the Muhlenberg North game in which
Calloway scored touchdowns on its first two offensive
plays, requiring a total of 17 seconds of possession.
However, Stonecipher would prefer that Ryan and the
high-octane CCHS offense take its time in reaching the
end zone and avoid costly giveaways.
"It's going to be crucial that we don't turn the ball
over, and for a change. we need to eat some clock and
shorten the game so our defense can rest," Stonecipher
said. "Ball control is going to be important: we'll still
be wide-open, but we'll run it and try some short passes,
and then we need to score after we've controlled the
MIKE OHSTROM'Ledger & Times photo
ball."
GIFT-WRAPPED...Calloway County senior linebackers Josh Owen (28) and Caleb Smith (42) surAs unsure as Calloway is about the Bowling Green
round a Muhlenberg North ball carrier during the Lakers' 47-14 win over the Stars in Friday's regoffense, Stonecipher believes Purple coach Kevin
ular-season finale in Greenville. Calloway heads into this week's first-round playoff game versus
Wallace will recruit the advice of several Laker oppoNo. 9 Bowling Green as the 13th-ranked Class 3A team in the state, a 7-3 record and the First nents to decide how to gear his team's 50 defense for
District's runner-up.
- - CCHS'four-receiver scheme.
"We've played them in years where it felt like they
"Their coach will talk to some people to see how
"Our kids aren't intimidated by them, and that's
had six to eight Division I (college) players," why we feel we can play with them. I think our kids they attacked us, and we feel they'll go with man covStonecipher said of Bowling Green, which has 66 play- have something to prove: they think it's time they erage with their skill kids," Stonecipher said."Now the
ers on its roster to Calloway's 59. "They, have lots of showed that they can play with speed teams, with big- flipside of that is that we're getting better against man
good athletes, but we feel we match up with them roster teams, with athletic teams."
— our first two touchdowns at Muhlenberg North were
everywhere but speed.
•
To defeat the Purples, the Lakers must, stop an against man."

_
Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

FORD

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

MERCURY
LINCOLN
PROUD
SUPPORTER OF
LAKER
FOOTBALL
FOR 70 YEARS.

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

from

Don Henry State Farm
Agency & Staff
ITATI ,ANI0

ab
INSVRANC1

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Shell

753-5273 • 701 Main Street

622 South 4th

ra NEW LOCATION')
II 714 North 12th St.• Murray 111
1111 JCPenney Shopping Center"

Here's To A
Winning Season!

IIII

III

(in the old Fashion Bug Building)

1-

•10 Minute Oil Change
EVERYDAY SPECIAL

3

Most Major Brands

'I

•Brake Service
sTransmission Service
•Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated

a

1300 N. 12th St.• 753-4424

BE

507 S. 12th
t4,

(next to

Log Cabin Restaurant)

759-2265

Wes end litenta,s

II 1
VIDEO SUPER STORE
753-7670

oreral litrickivarikt
rourelh rtgrolt [Bra

Professional Lubrication For Your
Car. Truck. Motor Home

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Available al...

Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY

Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams
SCREEN PRINTING

A

308 NORTH 12th STREET• MURRAY, KY
270-753-7743

SvAGN9kr POUR 7e-44e/
0

60
1--AleERS7

11

New Releases
For $7.50
2 Nighi Rental
}

MURRAY inallAumMRTS

-AGOA.J

302 Main St.
Office:
753-9935
Home:
753-1540

The place to go before
or after the game!
DINE-IN • PICK-UP • FREE DELIVERY'

804 Chestnut St.

753-6656

GO LAliERS
201 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-2411

Pcpple Tree School Toot
Now Taking School Age
Enrollment
Call 753-9316 or 753-9356
401 N. 12th St.
(Behind St. Leo's Catholic Church)

CI
Cr,
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Cr,
Ind
Mil
Tor
Tu
Cr,
On
Cle
Dal
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Min
Uta
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LA
Van
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SPONSORED

UofL wins
exhibition

BY

#111
.11 Stuart Alexander
KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU INSURANCE

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs."

of.

ad

(270)7133-4703 310 SOUTH 4TH STREET, MURRAY. KY
HOME•RENTERS•AUTO•FARM•MOBILE HOME•LONG TERM CARE
BOAT•TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES•BUSINESS•DISABILITY•CANCER PLAN

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
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EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
1 000 —
Philadelphia
2
0
Boston
1
0
1 000 1/2
1
0
1 000 1/2
Miami
1
1
500
1
Orlando
Washington
1
1
500
1
0
New Jersey
1
000 1 1/2
New York
000 1 1,2
0
1
Central Division
L
Pct.
GB
1 000 —
Cleveland
2
O
1
Charlotte
1
500
1
500
1
Detroit
000 1 1/2
1
Atlanta
1
000 1 1/2
Chicago
000 11/2
1
Indiana
1
000 1 1/2
Milwaukee
2
000
Toronto
2
Tuesday's Games
Charlotte 106. Atlanta 82
Orlando 98. Washington 86
Cleveland 86, New Jersey 82
Dallas 97, Milwaukee 93
Detroit 104, Toronto 95
Philadelphia 101, New York 72
San Antonio 98. Indiana 85
Sacramento 100, Chicago 81
Minnesota 106. Houston 98
Utah 107. LA Clippers 94
Golden State 96, Phoenix 94
L A Lakers 96, Portland 86
Vancouver 94. Seattle 88

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct.
Utah
1.000
2
0
Dallas
1 o 1.000
Minnesota
1
0
1.000
San Antonio
1
0
1.000
Vancouver
1
0
1.000
Denver
O
1
.000 1
Houston
O
1
.000 1
Pacific Division
Pet.
Golden State
1.000
L.A. takers
1
.500
Sacramento
.500
Seattle
.503
L.A Clippers
.000
Phoenix
0
.000
Portland
0
.000
Wednesday's Games
.Philadelphia 104, Toronto 98
Boston 103, Detroit 83
Washington 95 Charlotte 77
Cleveland 102, Sacramento 100, 20T
Miami 105, Orlando 79
Seattle 112, Denver 99
tjlah 97, L.A. Lakers 92
Today's Games
.
Atlanta at New York, 8:30-'p.rn
Indiana at Dallas, 7 p.m.
Minnesota at San Antonio, 7.p.m.
Milwaukee at. Houston, 7:30 p.m.
Golden State at Denver, 8 p.m..
Portland at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Vancouver at L.A. Clippers, 9 30 p.m.

GB
—
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
GB
1/2
1/2
1/2
1
1
1

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Marques Maybin scored 24 points
to lead four Louisville players in
double figures in a 95-87 exhibition win over EA Sports-California on Wednesday night.
The Cardinals trailed 49-44 with
17:45 left in the game but mounted an 18-2 run over the next four
minutes to take control. Maybin,
one of only two seniors on the
Louisville roster, scored seven
points during the spurt.
Louisville's biggest lead came
at 82-66 with 6:51 left. The All
Stars pulled to within 84-77 with
4:09 remaining but got no closer.
Freshman Mac Wilkinson came
off the bench to score 17 points
and grab 11 rebounds for Louisville.
Another freshman,' Ellis Myles
added 10 points and 11 rebounds.
Sophomore Reece Gaines came
off the bench in the second half
to score 15 points and had four
assists in just 14 minutes of playing .time. Coach Denny Crum
benched him for the first half
because he broke a team rule.
Former Virginia star Curtis Staples and former Michigan star
Rumeal Robinson scored 20 points
to lead EA Sports, a collection
of former college players. Roy
Hairston, who played at Purdue,
added 16 points and 13 rebounds.

White Sox skipper earns award
CHICAGO (AP) — There was
a time during spring training that
Jerry Manuel looked at his young
Chicago White Sox team and
thought it might have a chance to
do something special.
Sure, it was early and the Cleve
:
land Indians looked as formidable
as ever. But if things fell a certain way, the White Sox could
have a year to remember.
And what a year it was. Despite
a payroll ofjust $37 million, Manue

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
3A Playoffs:
Bowling Green vs. Calloway
Jack Rose Stadium - 7:30 p.m.
• Class A Playoffs:
Crittenden County vs. Murray
Ty Holland Field - 7:30 p.m.
• Class

led the White Sox to the AL Cen- to their fourth World Series chamtral title and the playoffs for the pionatip, in five years, was sevfirst time since 1993. On Wednes- enth with two votes. Atlanta's
day, he was named the Associat- Bobby Cox got one vote.
ed Press Manager of the Year.
"I think it's wonderful that Jerry
"I'm excited, that's quite an Manuel would receive this honor,
honor for me," Manuel said. "But particularly in a year when so
a lot of the credit goes to ,a great many- mangers in this league had
deal of theorganization:MO stand- some tremendous achievements,"
ing on a lot of peoples' backs." said Ken Williams, the White Sox
Manuel, in just his third year general manager.
as a major league manager,received
The White Sox won 95 games
27 votes in nationwide balloting and had the best road record in
by writers and broadcasters. Dusty the majors, but they were swept
Baker, who led the San Francis- by Seattle in the first round of
co Giants to the best record in the playoffs.
baseball, was second with 23.
'Still, the White Sox were young
Art Howe, who led the Oak- — they had 18 first- or secondland A's to the AL West crown year players — they hadn't had a
despite a $32.7 million payroll. winning season since 1996 and
was third with 21 votes, followed Frank Thomas was mired in a
by Seattle's Lou Piniella and the two-year slump.
Mets' Bobby ValentineJ13__each).
But-a—much-publicized brawl
St. Louis' Tony LaRussa was between Manuel and Thomas in
sixth with four votes. Joe Torre, spring training seemed to rejuvewho led the New York Yankees nate the slugger.
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BIG RED MACHINE.. The Red team claimed both the regular-season and postseason
football titles in the 2000 Calloway County Little League third- and fourth-grade division, rolling to an 8-1 record with a 24-0 win in the championship game. Team members are (first row, from left) Rip Potts, Casey Brockman, Andrew Coles, Mike Powers,
Vince Futrell, Zac Clendenon, Ryan Cooney, Kyle Crittenden, Brad Martin, (second row)
Aaron Moody, Josh Wright, Jeremy Kimbro, Clay Choate, C.J. Dial, Kori Mohler, Tommy
Green and (third row) coaches Joe Wright, Tab Brockman and Hoyt Choate.

Jazz run rings round Lakers
By The Associated Press
since 1988 last June, beating the had opportunities to win the game."
The Los Angeles Lakers got Indiana Pacers in the finals.
76ers 104, Raptors 98
their rings, and the Utah Jazz
Malone made the game's biggest
Allen Iverson scored 24 points,
seemed to get jealous.
shot, connecting on a 15-foot and host Philadelphia overcame a
Ruining the Lakers' celebration -jumper off an assist from Stock- big first quarter by Vince Carter.
of their championship, Karl Mal- ton to give the Jazz a 91-88 lead
Iverson also had five rebounds
one scored 26 points and John with 33 seconds left. Lewis made and five assists. Eric Snow scored
Stockton had 21 points .and 14 two free throws 5 seconds later.
16 points and Tyrone Hill added
assists for the Jazz in their 97-92
"He just made a very tough .12.
victory Wednesday night.
shot," Stockton said of his longCarter scored 15 of his 25 points
"They're the champions. Of time teammate. I've seen it time in the first quarter when the Rapcourse, we want to beat them on and time again.
tors opened a 10-point lead. Mark
their floor," Malone said. "It's a
"This was a good opportunity Jackson added 16 points and 12
big win. I'm not going to lie to to catch the Lakers. They had the assists, and Antonio Davis had 18
celebration before the game. We points and 11 rebounds.
you."
After two nights, the Jazz, the played decently. We've got a lot
Cavs 102, Kings 100, 201
Lamond Murray scored all six
Philadelphia 76ers and the Cleve- of.work left to do."
The Lakers were a two-man team of Cleveland's points in the secland Cavaliers are 2-0 as Philadelphia defeated Toronto 104-98 and for the most 4part as Shaquille ond overtime before slapping the
Cleveland topped Sacramento 102- O'Neal scored 34 points and Kobe ball away from Doug Christie just
100 in double overtime.
-Bryant added 31. O'Neal also had before the final buzzer.
Murray, who finished with 18
In other NBA games, Miami 15 rebounds, but shot only 6-ofpoints, reached in and poked the
beat Orlando 105-79, Boston defeat- 18 on free throws.
"They just played a better game ball away as Christie was about
ed Detroit 103-83, Washington
stopped Charlotte 95-77 and Seat- than we did," O'Neal said. -They to go up for a potential gamehit shots, moved the ball around tying shot.
tle beat Denver 112-99.'
Andre Miller had 17 points and
Bryon Russell added 18 points and took care of the ball, and we
and Quincy Lewis scored 14 for did the opposite. However, we still eight assists for the Cavs.
the Jazz, who took the lead for
good in the opening three minutes, but had to hold off the .Lakers in the late going for their second straight victory.
Before the game, the Lakers
Calloway booster club schedules _meeting
raised their seventh championship
The Calloway County High School Lady Laker Basketball Booster Club will
hold a meeting Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the school's teacher's lounge. All parbanner and received their chaments are encouraged to attend. For more information, call booster club prespionship rings in a I5-minute cerident Linda Thomas at 753-6749.
emony. They won their first title

SPORTS BRIEFS

JLJLk

LPIT ac:4=pfhlc.ccs-J,

WI:24-nt

5 - Temco
irebox w/18" Log

3 - Fireplace
Combos

(L.P. Gas)ADF3322LP
Reg. $699.00

Firebox w/18" Logs &
Unfinished Cabinet. Reg. $949.00

SALE

SALE

00
$399°2

5-Sets Temco 30"
L.P. Gas Logs
Rug $44') Ot)

SALE

$309?A°

Si991T
—

1 - Temco See Thru
Firebox w/24" See
Thru Logs

1 - Monessen
Firebox w/24" Logs
Polished brass trim w/cabinet
Sr hearth. Reg. $1508.95

SALE

110

Reg. $1542.00

$1159"

SALE

$_1148"

1 - Temco 36 Freestanding Firebox w/30" Logs
Reg. $1148.00 •(As Shown)

SALE
3 - Full Size
"Vented" Fireboxes

3 - Sets Electric
Logs

4 - Temco 24" Logs
& Burner

Reg. $599.00

Reg. $79.00

Reg $399.00

SALE

Got Tickets?

$834"

$onoo

SALE

$4WA°

'269"

SALE

Season Ticket Renewal Going On Now!

First Home Game Wed., Nov. 8 - 7:00 p.m.
Only out of town tickets will be mailed.

Ticket information:(270) 762-4895
A

l
'
Cash

SUPPLY COMPANY
Your 1-kirdwore. Electrical

ond Nornbina Prefsssior(1 ,

Inc.

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CalryV
frfr
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES

Ad Deadlines

$6.75 Column Inch,60°k Discount 2nd Run,4Ock Discount 3rd Run.
'All .3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Pertod

753-1916

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Display Ads

Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10c per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra for Shopper I Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide I $2 50 extra for blind box ads

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

Just Say "Charge It"

160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
1 x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

If you see
this sweet
face in a little
red Camaro
and he's not
driving slow,
let his mom
or dad know.
He will be
da. 1 59.
tomorrow.

Happy"1 6" Birthday
Brandon

AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll tree
888-942-4053.

ATTENTION Drivers- No
experience
necessary'
TMC Transportation needs
drivers. $650. guaranteed
weekly. Potential to earn
$900. per week or more
and still get home weekends! For CDL training call
800-206-7364.
CLAIMS Processor! $20$40/hr.
potential.
Processing claims is easy!
Training provided, MUST
own PC. Call now!
888-523-4417 ext 864.
CLEANING
Technician
needed for Murray. Must
be dependable, no experience needed, but helpful
25-30hrs per week. Send
reply to: Handy Hands
Janitorial. 112 Arbor Ridge
Drive, Mayfield, KY 42066.

Love. Mom & Dad

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
prouiduzg quality healthcare in Western
Kentuck_y_and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before. Loans available for bankrupt,
bad credit. no credit No co-signers
necessary.

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II:
FULL-TIME DAYS
High school vocational training andior technical school training
beyond high school. Two years hands on expenence with components of a mechanical environmental system and some electncal expenence is preferred
For details contact:
Human Resources
(270)762-1106

MURRAY
GUI-MAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Call Ruthie
753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-953-2050

Equal Opportunity
Employer

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 421171

Christntas
Bazaar
Nov. 4• 8-3 .m.
Dexter
Community Ctr.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
7i91177

11:11
Louisa!Found
FOUND
a pair of prescription
glasses at the corner of
Wiswell Rd and
Martin Chapel Rd
Call 7E3-2113

ZIA
looking for

NEF.Arr cur-Jr-run,
Come be a part ofthe Sirloin Stockade family

• HEALTH INSURANCE•IRA Investment Plan
Apply in person at

-Ntti

.641 S.• Bel-Air Ctr.• Murray,KY

WestView
,
J

C.

14

P.^

t

Equal Opportunity Employer
Lost and Found

LOST - S. 15th St. Large
yellow long-haired male
Nodal
cat. 4 white paws, white
throat. Name is "SugarFOR
lease:
Hunters Family pet. Reward! 759Paradise Wildlife Refuge. 8050.
270-489-2116 leave mes-Just give us a call, we'll
sage. will return call.
be glad to help,
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Your loved one we'll
Mountains, areas most
try to find.
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete 'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
arrangements.
honeyHere at the
moon/ family
cabins.
Ledger & Times.
breathtaking
views

WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everything for less Special offer
Ceremony. pictures, video.
flowers $135 Give us a
call
800-922-2052
www weddingbellsinthesmcrkies corn

DRIVERS-COMPANY:
Home every weekend, No
NYC! Start up to .360 a
mile, Superior Insurances
and
benefits.
Owner
Operator: .820 a mile, fuel
surcharge,
paid
liability/cargo/fuel taxes,
reimburse
tools/scales.
Lease purchase program
available. 800-948-6766,
www.epestransport.com
DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
Transport, Inc. has an
exciting new pay package.
Experienced drivers can
start up to 340 per mile, full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles. Must have Class A
CDL & be able to pas§
DOT physical and drug
screen. Training available!
800-974-2462/ 800-5486082/ ext. 805/877-8508184.

• Paid Vacations• Meal Discounts• Fun & Friendly
Work Environment • Flexible Hours

Something for everyone
from Babies to
Grandparents

Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274
Vacation
lodging.
800-634-5814.
smokeywedding.com
PANAMA CITY BEACH.
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $39 (1-2 pm
arrive
Sunday/Mondayfree night. some restricitions) Pools, river ride, hot
tub. suites
tikt bar 800-488-8828.
www sandpiperbeacon.
corn

DRIVERS:
Owner
OperatorsDedicated
automotive freight, home
weekends no escrow, base
plate program, 2500t
miles per week, fueLiurcharge, no fuel taxes, local
for Louisville area. L&N
Transportation,
Inc.
Louisville, KY 1-800-6324332.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364.

Calf 753-1916

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. t7-3. 3-1 1. 11-7 shit t,
Benefit.Pack4e includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance.
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay. Retirement
plan. Attendance bonus, Child Care. and
Tuition reimbursement.
Excellent

CONTACT: Cathleen Haley. RN; Clinical
Coordinator 0` 762-1591
279:767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY - KENTUCKY 42071

COLLECTIONS
MANAGER/CUSTOMER
SERVICE
Western Kentucky's leading Payday Advance
Co. is hiring immediately for the position of
Collections Manager/Customer Service Agent:
Requirements:
-Good work history
-Reliable transportation
-CollectiQns & customer service experience

Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060
Help Wanted

Keep Wanted
DRIVERS - Home every
weekend, start up to .34
cpm for loaded/empty
miles. Full benefits. Drive
your Oualcom satellite
equipped
conventional
home. Paid weekly with
direct deposit. Call 800441-4271, ext. ET 135.
DRIVERS, dreams do
come true! Tractor purchase
Rrogram. Late
model
377, Peterbilt,
$1000 down. 2 yr. warranty, 1 yr. experience OTR.
Call Bob or Dale: 800-5532778 EOE.
DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with sides,
late model conventionals. 3
years experience. $2,000
sign-on bonus. Start .34c.38c a miles + benefits.
Call 800-444-6648.
DRIVERSIndustry
Leading Pay, top out at 43c
a mile CDL training &
tuition
reimbursement
available kitinexperienced
drivers. 0/0's welcome.
USA Truck- 800-237-4642.

PART-Time Route Driver
needed.
Apply at 411 N. 4th St.
ROUTE
Sales.
International sales leader
offers career positions.
Expense paid classroom
training,
guaranteed
income to start. Full benefit
package. Call today &
tomorrow only 10am-5pm
769-9638 ask for Bill
DeSalvo.
SAFETY Advisors
$2500/ mo.
Managers $3000/ mo.
Major company expanding. Will train.
Call Monday- Wednesday
1-800-578-8799.

COLEMAN Real Estate is
looking for a honest,
dependable, able to work
independently
cleaning
Apartments. Painting experiences a plus. for more
information. Call 759-4118
after 2PM.
CUSTOMER
Service
Representative Earn $35K
-$40K or more servicing
SALES:
-NOW taking -applications ---Extettent Career opportu- established accounts and
jp_r_._..fulftimeLpantrne._.__nity.available for used vehi, opening new accounts.
Service Station attendant cle 'sales position. Pay is You will receive in-class
Apply at 641 Shell 516 S. salary and commission expense paid training with
12th St.
based.
Experience guaranteed income to
OTR Driver with CDL-A- required. Please send start. Complete benefit
package, We are a major
HAZMAT. 1 yr. OTR experi- resumes to:
international company with
PREMIER MOTORS,
ence. safe driving record.
over 80 years of experi537 BREWERS HWY,
Please call Marlene
ence. For confidential interHARDIN, KY 42048
888-579-0433.
view call today and tomorrow only 10am-6pm. 759FULL-TIME BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER
5910 ask for Femado
AND PART-TIME NURSE
Rodriguez.
Needed for busy local Physician's Office.
DETAIU CAR CLEANUP:
Business Office Manager applicant must be flexFull time position available
ible and self motivated, computer skills and
immediately for detailing &
basic Office management a must. CPT and ICDcleanup. Applicants should
9 coding and general insurance knowledge prebe responsible, dedicated
ferred. Nurse applicant must be currently
workers. Experience is
licensed will) the Kentucky Board of Nursing
required. Call 270-437and be able to work a flexible schedule.
4566.
DRIVER Fleetline, Inc. Send resume and cover letter to
$1500 sign -on bonusP.O. Box 1040-M, Murray, KY 42071
Owner operators if you pull
a load before November
15. 2000. OTR 1 year
Jackson Purchase
experience requires. 80026777789.
Medical Center

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST
$500.00
"Sign-On Bonus"

Please mail resume to:
Manager
P.O. Box 976

Mayfield, KY 42066

EOE M/F/DN
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Help Wanted

Customer Service Representative
$40K to $60K yr potential!
Data entry We need claim
processors now! No experience needed. Will train.
Computer required 888314-1033 dept. 315
A $35,000 Per year
Career
CR
England
needs driver trainees' 15
day CDL training! Housing/
meals included' No up
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556
ADVERTISING Sales- The
Kentucky
Press
Association located in
Frankfort Ky is looking for
a salesperson to cover the
state of Indiana territory
selling advertising for
member
newspapers
Competitive Salary plus
commissions
Excellent
benefits Send resume to
101
Consumer
Lane.
Frankfort, KY 40601 or
E
ma
i
I
'books fit kypress corn

Paschall Truck Lines is seeking individuals for
its Murray, Ky office who are capable (it
obtaining and scheduling business for it,
expanding market. Experience in sales and cus•
tomer services is desirable. Excellent telephone
skills and computer experience are needed
Position may lead to advancement. PTL offer,
an excellent compensation and benefits pack
age. The position is full-time, regular hours.
with benefits. If you are seeking a challengin
positi in. please send your resume to:

Paschall Truck Lines
Human Resources
,Attn: George Stockton
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

You Are Not Alone!

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
S7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F,
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

CNA/RESTORATIVE Aide
Green Acres is looking for
caring, dedicated individuals to join our health care
team. CNA shifts are 6a2p, 2p-10p, and 10p-6a.
Restorative aide position is
12hr. shifts 3 days per
week alternating with 4
days per week. We offer a
new pay scale with more
frequent raises, health and
life insurance, new vacation pkg, personal days,
401K, and shift differential
for afternoon and midnights. Please apply to
Green Acres Health Care.
For more information contact April Cornelius, LPN
ADON. 247-6477.

SALES
Associate
OpportunitiesHickory
Farms has sales associate
positions available in area
malls. Easy training programs, competitive salary,
bonuses. 40% employee
discount. Call 800-2288229 EOE.

Immediate full-time opening for a radiology technologist, Monday through
Friday, 11p-7a. $500.00 sign-on bonus
for qualified applicant. Competitive
salary and excellent benefit package.
Must have Kentucky licensure and
ARRT Registry or Registry eligible.
Experience is preferred. Please submit
applications at the Department of
Employment Services in--Mayfield,
Murray, or Paducah.

Benefits are as follows:
-Competitive wages
-Monthly bonus program
-Paid holidays and vacations
-Medical insurance

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

• Card of Thanks
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Help Wanted

CAPTAIN D'S of Murray is
now accepting applications
for daytime positions.
FT/PT available. Excellent
pay & benefits. Flexible
hours. Apply in person @
700 N. 12th St.
CDL Training. Now hiring
inexperienced drivers for
training and placement
with major trucking company. Classes start weekly.
Commonwealth
Truck
Drivers School. Call toll
free 877-970-4043
CDL-A Drivers- Sleep
nites, home weekends. All
regional. $1000 sign on
bonus, start up to .34cpm
empty/ loaded. Great pay,
benefits, equipment, medical, dental, 401K, 2500 to
3000 miles weekly. Min. 23
years+
1
year OTR
required. Call 800-8288338 24 hours. Fast
approval.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent Or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

060
Help Wanted

ATTENTION Drivers: -Earn
top pay without giving up
all your home time! Local
based operation- Flats with
sides running mostly east
of Mississippi River in central 17 states. Start @ .34C
with experience. Increase
to .440 per mile (All miles)
•Driving school graduates
start it .280 (after training). Tuition reimbursement program. Vacation &
holiday
Blue
pay.
Cross/Blue Shield. $1,000.
sign-on-bonus!
Limited
time. Dallas-Mavis/Kipp
Transportation 800-2452442.

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Time

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

060

Happy eirthday

Deadline Day &

Publish

No matter where you live
FREE and confidential help
for you and your children is lust
a phone call away
Local domestic violence programs
can offer you
•safety MI support shelter
SI advocacy and other services
FOr -71 mediate as.ststanre call your local program

Women Aware Inc.
Purchase Area Domestic Violence Center
1-800-585-2686

270-759-2373

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217S. 12th St.

DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE.
DRIVERConvenant
Transport coast to coast
runs, teams start up to
.460, $1000. Sign on
bonus for exp. Co. drivers
for experienced drivers
800-441-4394.
Owner
operators 877-848-6615.
Graduate students 800338-6428
DRIVER- Drive with pride. .
Start up to 390 for solos...
410 for teams. All condo,
$10,000
bonus. EOE
Contact KUM@ 800-9554810 or KLLM.com
DRIVER- New pay plan!
310- 330 a mile. Earn 42K55K a year and enjoy
assigned equipment 99%
no touch. 50%-60% drop/
hook, great benefits and
home time' 800-879-2486.
Buske Lines. EOE
DRIVERTrucking
Industry's easiest lease
purchase program' No $
down! Own a 1995 Condo
Cab Volvo in 24 months
Free & clear! Guaranteed
revenue per loaded mile,
paid
permits
More!
Minimum 26 years old,
clean MVR No DUI's Call
Jim 800-368-8789
DRIVER- You will see the
difference in SRTI Great
pay, paid weekly, excellent
benefi's $1,250 sign- on
bonus Student graduates
welcome Call SRT today'
877-BIG-PAYDAY
(877-244-7293)

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Apartments For Rent

14.1"61111d
DRIVERS
Owne
Operators/
Company
(Singles & Teams) Lease
purchase program avail
(No money down & no
credit check) Fuel incentives, NEW pay scale &
more! Call Burlington
Motor Carriers 800-5839504
EXPERIENCED
Technician
For diagnostics & repair of
domestics /import cars.
Wages based on experience Must have own hand
tools. ACE Certification
preferred. Call today 7670101
HOMEMAKERS/ Couples
Live in with nice families in
beautiful homes. Duties
include cleaning, laundry,
some cooking, etc. Salary
to $35,000 each 800-836Professional
2206
Services
Domestic
www.pdspdi.com
KENWORTH Dealership
coming to Bowling Green!
Now taking applications for
mechanics 1st\.2nd shifts.
Must have hand tools_ Top
pay with benefits. Call
Jimmy 270-842-1519.
NEW Starting Pay Scale.
$1,000 sign on bonus,
earning potential up to
$50,000 per year, full benefits, new model conventional tractors, quality
home time, regional & OTR
drivers needed. Call Arctic
Express 800-927-0437,
www.actricexpress.com.
P.O. Box 129, Hillard, OH
43026.

expansion
to
DUE
Charlie's Antique Mall is
now accepting new dealers We are the area's
largest, most progressive
antique mall and for less
than $2 00 per day you can
have 100 sq ft of prime
retail space Our experience sales team handles
sales for you so you're not
tied down. You get detailed
computer generated sales
reports No tax number or
business license required
We work for you 7 days per
week. If you're interested
in retailing to the public and
partnering with Charlie's
Antique Mall then here's
your opportunity, For information call 270-492-8175
after 10:00AM, or stop by
Charlie's at 303 Main St.
Hazel, Ky.

NOW Hiring CDL Drivers
with HazMat & tanker certification. Hourly pay plus
benefits. Send qualifications to: P.O. Box 2242
Paducah, KY 42002-2242.
PART Time local truck driver. CDL & tanker endorsement required
753-7824

2 refngerator 15 years old,
Auto defrost, Almond. In
excellent condition. $250.
each. 2 Kenmore stoves, 2
years old, self cleaning,(1)
white high back $450. (1)
glass top slide in Almond
$500. OBO 436-5309,
leave message

COUCH, coffee table &
end table Call 489-2334
MAPLE queen bed & double dresser $200 00 Call
489-2370 for more info
SECTIONAL wi/ 2 recliners,
40pc. set Pfaltzgraff dishes, Ashley woodstoves,
chest of drawers. 4928464.
SOFA matching coffee and
end tables, stereo table 4
metal folding chairs. Turi
exercise bike. All items
extra nice. 753-4978

Computers
4
compute
COMPAQ
17
w/
deskPro-En
Compaq color monitor.
10.2 616 harddnve 96 meg
of ram 32x CD rom
Windows 98 2nd edition
$600.00 Muster flatbed
scanner USS hook up.
New $60.00 753-8630.

Antiques
wash
Oak
ANTIQUE
stand, made into bathroom
vanity Includes sink and
faucet. 753-2422.

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. Mid West
Internet. On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

ALL Toys & Collectibles
OperatorsOWNER
Made before 1980
Owner operator earn more
270-759-3456
with OTRX. how? OTRX
ANTIQUES,
Collectibles,
offers free owner operator
Furniture and Primitives.
training to help you sucWe Will Buy 1 Piece or
ceed. Plus 880 a mile,
Entire Estates. Call
loaded or empty, paid base
753-3633.
plates/permits/tolls,
for good, used
paid
CASH
drop/unloading/layover
pay. Need 5 yrs OTR exp. rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Start making more $ today! Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
800-423-6939.
WE buy house
OWNER Operators- Run
Midwest regional or to Let us make you an offer.
Call Shawnee Air
Southeast. top percentage,
Systems
weekly, steady
home
270-753-9094
insurrefrigerated loads,
1-877-753-7383
ance package, base plate
program, own late model
lightweight tractor. Call
150
Doc-Sunco Carriers 800Arbeles
908-8844.
For Sale
WANTED: Truck Driver for
locally owned truck. Must
have Class A/CDL license,
pay 25% of truck. Call 270382-2243, after 7 PM.
WENDY'S in Murray is now
hiring dayticne help and
night-time closers.
Apply in person, ask to
speak to a manager.
2-4PM, M-F.

100% pure local honey. 1 &
2 LB containers. By the
bottle or case. 489-2554.
40 rolls of Rye Grass hay.
Delivery Available
(270)489-2371 after 6pm
84,000 mixed sports cards.
$275. obo. Weider total
body gym. $60. Call 7599039, leave message.
ANTIQUE oak wash stand.
Made into bathroom vanity
includes sink & faucet.
753-2422.

CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553
CUSTOM cleaning tailored
to fit your cleaning needs
Openings
available
References Leave message 474-8340
IN home child care with references Phone 753-5108
babysitter
PART-TIME
needed. Morning, 8am Monday.
learn.
Wednesday, and Friday.
Application available at
front desk at YMCA 808
Chestnut St..
WILL do house cleaning
and office cleaning. Do
Call
references
have
7538075. _
WILL sit with the elderly
anytime .Excellent references. 436-5739.

Clearance
BUILDING
Sale... Guaranteed lowest
prices. Beat next price
increase. 20x24 $2800.
30x40
25x30 $3866.
$5362. 35x50 $7568.
40x60 $8648. Others.
800-668-5422.
Pioneer
Since 1980.
Executech
COMDIAL
Office telephone system
(analog). Includes 2, 32button Executech II console models and 10, 12button individual station
models. Total of 12 telephones. $1,000. Call 502223-8821, 8am to 5pm.
Eastern.
DELL Computers Built to
Order. Pentium III available $0 down, low monthly
payment- 0 A C Open 7
days Limited time free
interent access- most
100
800-477-9016
areas
Code MA44 www omcsolutions corn
BEAUTY Salon For Sale! FREE! Dish Network
In trailer, set up for busi- Satellite System installed
ness Must move $2500 free. For more information.
436-2336 They move it!
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
500 N. 4th St.
759-0901

HOW TO
REACH US
BY FAX

7534927

L5GER &Tim3
1001 Whitnell Ave.

ROLL hay bales.
Fescue & Timothy mixed
Call 435-4310
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
for
437-4877
details November Special
8x12 $825
STRAW for sale 1 75 bale
759-4718 753-4582
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save! Commercial or
home units from $199 Low
monthly payments Free
color catalog Call today
RO0-842-1310

TRACTOR for sale M4700
42hp, 4- wheel drive, 7539400 435-4214
Firewood
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy. 436-2778
270
Habib Homes For Sale
$29,900! Loaded! 1994
16x80. 3br, 2 bath, landscaped acre lot. Storage
building. Evenings.
753-0902
1995 3 br, 2 bath, Central
H/A, set up on 1 acre. Call
437-4859.
1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
Excellent Condition. 3br, 2
bath, AC, DW, all appliances. Smoke and pet free
environment 767-9796.
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots, large metal building.
12ft. high sliding doors,
plus more. 1 mile from
lake. 762-0032, 753-9961.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Illinois. 437-3939.
OLD Chapman 2 br.,
needs repairs/ use for
parts. #217 Riviera Cts.
$450.00 080. Call 7591126
28R., partially furnished w/
W/D, porch, & storage
shed. On nice 1/2 acre lot.
Close to town. $280/mo
435-4319 ,leave message.

For Rent

2BR Near MSU $325,
water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118

1005 Main St 3br, den
'replace. gas logs, 2
baths,
washer/dryer
hookup, carport $350/mo
1 year lease, deposit available Dec. 1st. Phone 5273664 after 6PM

28R, All utilities paid.
Close to MSU. Deposit &
lease. No pets. $390
759-4826
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR apt clean and nice
with appl including W/D
No pets! Call 270-7539841 or 436-5496
2BR. townhouse. Duiguid
Dr. $325/mo. Coleman RE
759-4118.
3BR. duplex for rent. C/H/A
appliances, w/d hookup,
new carpet and vinyl No
pets. 759-8200.
4br, Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118

2 bedroom house
1416 Vine
No pets
$250 00
$450.00/mo.
deposit. 901-498-8542
2-3BR , nice carpet, refrigerator, stove, washer, and
dryer. Fenced back yard
no pets $495/mo. +
deposit, lease 753-7920
2BR, 2 bath. No pets,
duplex for lease has W/D
hook up, all appliances
Yard is fully maim. 1 year
lease plus deposit_ More
info: Larry Rogers 7679230 or 753-3734.
2BR, Stove, refrigerator.
OW, C/H/A, w/d hook up.
$500/mo. 1yr lease. 1
month. deposit. 4 miles
North. No pets 753-2259
or 527-8174.

DUPLEX On Single Lot
Near Murray Elementary &
University 2br, appliances
including dishwasher & w/d
hook up $325/ month
753-8096 or 753-2633
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2br, 2 bath
1 i/zblocks MSU. CM/A.
$395 per month plus
deposit. No pets, references required.
753-3949. Day.
759-3050 after 6p.m.
NEW, 1 bedroom, all appliances, including washer ,
dryer,& dishwasher. Very
nice. Available immediately. $325/mo. Oct. rent paid.
762-0268, 345-2766.

2BR. house. Stove, refrigelectric
heat.
erator,
$250.00
References.
month $250.00 deposit. No
pets. Call 270-492-6159.

HAZEL, 3br, 2 bath.
Appliances, C/H/A, w/d
hook up. Deposit. lease,
references. 492-8526
HOUSE 2 story brick, 5br,
3 bath, living room, large
eating and kitchen, family
room, Large deck, in
ground swimming pool,
gas heat and air, lots of
closets, private 1 br apartment attached, 2 car carport with outside storage.
Call 753-5870
NEW 2br house 2 ba. All
furnished
appliance
Locate in country subdivision. $550/month. Deposit
NOW accepting applica- plus security. (270)658tions: lbr. suite W/D, 3331.
refrige, stove, dishwasher,
wood deck. No pets, 1yr.
Storage Rentals
lease, $350 deposit,
$335/mo. ;all 435-4040 or
559-3333.

EASTSIDE

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

,
EQ9
STORAGE
, 119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKV1EW STORAGE$20-$40. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
storage
NORTHWOOD
presentty-bas-units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

1BR Apt in town, furnished,
students welcome. $1801
NICE 2br, Mobile home. month. $180/ deposit.
No pets. 753-9866.
Available immediately.
380
759-1519.
Pets & Supplies
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1BR. apt. clean and nice
with appl. including W/D.
AKC Lab puppies
1/2 acre $100/mo. 753
females
No pets! Call 270-753- 3 chocolate
6012.
9841 or 436-5496
$175.00 each 435-4556
COACH Estates/ Fox 1BR. apt. Clean, walk to AKC registered Doberman.
Meadows Mobile Home MSU. $235/mo. 753-2084. Parents on premises. 270Park. "An Exceptional 2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood. 554-0999.
Community". Spaces avail- C/H/A, new carpet. $375
DOG Obedience
$95.00/mo.
at
able
Master Trainer.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
Including Water, sewer,
436-2858
garbage pick up. City fire VACANT nicely decorated
AKC Bichon Fnge
LOVING
and police protection, city 1br. apt.
puppies Male & female.
transit service. Located in Also nice large apt. 2br.,
Also one 7 months old
the heart of Murray's finest $450.00 rent, $450.00
and 20 month
female.
residential area, with all deposit. No pets Call. 753male. 759-8147.
city utilities, including cable 5292.
Golden
REGISTERED
vision. No rental homes in
WOW!
Retriever puppies. $225.00
park. Owner- Occupied
No waiting list!
247-4048
only. South 16th St. at
Southside Manor Apts.
Canterbury and Westview.
1 & 2,br apts
753-3855.
Section 8 housing
LOT for rent 492-8488
753-8221
EHO
LOT For Rent 753-9866

753-3853

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Business Rentals

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT

GARAGE/YARD SALE
1037 Wiswell Rd., Murray
Fri., Nov. 3 & Sat., Nov. 4, 2000
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
1996 Buick, Bag Tracker boat,
desk, cedar chest, cement mixer,
clothes, housewares, antiques
(school desks & trunk, tools, pond
scoop), many misc. items.

GARAGE
SALE
Hwy. 94 West
Murray Estates
2220 Carolwood
Fri. & Sat.
Fri. All Day
Sat. 1:00 p.m.
Pictures, household
goods, Camping
equipment, much
more

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE
East Y

Best suited for low traffic professional office

Subdivision

Tools, boat, iron skillets. clothing & misc

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

704 Poplar St.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-4 p.m.

Nov. 4th & 5th
Antiques. pictures.
knick knacks, owl

Clothes, furniture
toys, etc.

collection, Aupt
Jemtma collection

Rain or Ship,

and a lot, lot more

Hwy. 280 beside
Wildcat Grocery
Sat. & Sun.
All Day

HELLO TO
GOOD BUYS

320
Apartments For Rent

1

Various size units
Walnut Plaza

Public Sale

104 N. 5th

753-9621

Only

Absolute Real Estate Auction

mints For Rant
1 OR 2br apts near down
own Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

University Heights Apts
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts These apts are for
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible
759-2282 Mon, Wed &
Thurs.9-5 1734 Campbell
Street Hearing impaired
only:
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

Reel Estate

• REGARDLESS OF WEATHER •
816 NORTH 11TH STREET. MAYFIELD. KY
Mrs. Elsie Ruth Smith
Three bedroom frame home has 2 baths, living room, kitchen, utility
room, 2 gas floor furnaces, fenced-in back yard, outside storage, storm
doors & windows. Please make your lead base paint inspection prior to
auction day.
Terms: 20% down day of auction, balance in 14 days with passing
of deed.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Super nice old family heirloom oak hall tree
w/bevel mirror - 2 wicker chairs & small table - nice old rocker - 2 fern
stands - old marbles - fancy what not - marble top fern stand witwistec
spindle - small what-not - what not items - old stereo & radio - matching
sofa & chair - loveSeat - recliner - lamp tables - vanity lamps - large table
lamp - modern Tiffany type lamp - other lamps - old kerosene lamp with
wood wall hanger - metal corner rack - maple bed - odd chest & vanity twin bed - odd dresser & chest - electric walker by _Sears - high chair metal cabinet - pitcher & bowl set - marble vase - glasg slipper - candy
dishes - honest weights - candleholders - bird figurines - love birds brass items - smoked glass salad set - set of Folscraft dishes & glasses
- small stone jug - Wexford lan-,-Carnival glass - cake dlale - other old
dishes; old tea pitcher - ice,cream maker - old _cookie jr- flatware - Blue
W.C. mugs other coffee mugs'- soup bowls - old milk glass pieces - old
books - figurines - punch bowl - 60 or more dolls some Made by Mrs
Smith - children's games & toys - small bowl & pitcher set - clean small
kitchen appliances - nice s/s ref. freezer - nice portable dishwasher - •
microwave oven - chest freezer - washer & dryer - porch furniture - swing
- picnic table - grill - glider - push lawn mower - work bench - metal step
ladder - wrenches & tools - and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

Clothes. odds &
onds. toys. much
more
No Early Saws
Rain or Shine

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"
440
Lots For Sete
(2) 34 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
1/2 ACRE Corner lot with
water. Nice subdivision.
121 South. 759-0870.
DREAM building sites with
rolling wooded hillsides
Restricted Various size
tracts available 5 minutes
west of town You have to
see to appreciate Call
today for your private
showing 753-2905
.
LOTS for sale. Starting at
S11.000.• Price includes "
water. septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838,

43 acres, house built 1996
Calloway County $75,000
436-5034 evenings
in
Farm
ACRE
53
Farmington area. 1/2 timber, 1/2 tillable Call 270251-0667.
Acreage

Real Estate & Personal Property
Friday, Nov. 10th, 2000 • 10 a.m.

16.5 acres Near Kentucky
Concord
Lake,
New
Terms 753-9302
ACREAGE Hunting land
Lots, eight of them surveyed from 4.8 to 26.5
acres total 115 acres Sell
any or all Terms 7539302

At the home of Mrs. Erma Nanney
411 South 8th St.. Murray. KY

460
Homes For Sale

This nice frame 2 bedroom house - ground floor: 1 bath,'upSiarns-iS'fini-sfeed .1
large room. The basement has a bedroom, bath, living room, eat-in kitchen witl
outside entrance There is a double garage with an apartment over the garage 0,
Mr Nanney used both sides for a work area This property is zoned R-p
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction as you will he asked to gIVI
up your 10 day post inspection
Terms: 15% down day of auction. balance in 30 days with passing of deed
For more information call

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, Nov. 10th, 2000 • 5 p.m.
1703 Miller Avenue in Murray. KY. just off North 16th
in walking distance of Murray State campus.

St

Some furniture

855 Flint Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

& South 6th
Lots of Goodies.

Saturday, Nov. 4, 2000• 10:00 a.m.

7 a.m. to 4 p.m.

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE
Corner of Maple

T V & misc
ROOMY 2br., 2 bath w/
garage Appliances furnished w/ w/d C/H/A 1 yr
lease, I month deposit, no
pets 753-2905

Friday
8 a.m. - 11 a.m.
2220 Woodgate
off Johnny
Robertson Rd. S.
Full size comforter
set in water colors,
sheets. toys. decorative black plant,
misc Large picture
(young ballerina)
57 firm

7 a.m. til Noon

Sat., Nov. 4

Office Space

Nov. 3, 4 & 5
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Rain or Shine

Sat., Nov. 4th
410

325 West Drive

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

121 S. to Mt.
Carmel Church.
Left follow signs
to Pounds Dr.

(6 Family)
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. til ?
964 Beach Rd.
Kirksey
New window blinds
etc., clothes, toys.
leans, lots of attic
collections

Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy

HUGE GARAGE
SALE

3 bedroom 1 bath, central heat & air, vinyl siding The roof is approx 5 years old
fenced backyard. nice house to make a home or good rental property renting tor
$475 00 a month
Terms: 15% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of deed
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction
For more information call

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays

1633 Catalina- 3br, 2 bath,
brick home. C/HiA, gas.
hardwood floors, Cali 7590171 after 530.
1991, 3br. 2 bath brick
ranch On 1 acre corner lot
in Candlelight Estates
Priced to sell at $92.000.
Call 753-3372 for an
appointment
2 Story 6 Br, 3 5 baths in
Coles Campground Rd
2.5 car garage. 400o-soft Listed on
www owners corn
rrJWG2432
for more details
$195.000 080
753-0280
3 bedroom. 3 baths. 2 car
garage, 1 8 acres Lynn
Grove
753-9400 435-4214
3 Br 2.5 bath home nearing
completion This home has
all the amenities. Buy now
and pick your carpet color
and move In before the holiday Call 753-3903 after
500 pm.
OUTSTANDING Home in
Canterbury
Estates
Immediate
possession
4br, 21,2 baths
1520
Canterbury.
436-5922
PRICE REDUCED!
1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
wtarge deck. 2 car garage
Open floor plan Priced to
sell! 759-9874
309-837-1334
ZONED for college rentals
4br. 2ba on one level pluS
walkout basement Century
21 753-1492 broker owned
1-800-586-3740 Ext 3436
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For Sale
BASEMENT house Open
3BR house on 1 1/2 acre
in front 3br,, 2 bath
5 minutes from town 10
detached garage & outminutes
from
lake
building in county, close to
Outbuildings,
mature
town $49900 Call 489shade. C/H/A, new beige
2370
burber carpet. appliances
BEAUTIFUL
Log home for
$58,500 270-436-5695 or
or long term rent 3br
753-4487 Good rental sale
living, dining, and kitchen
investment
cathedral ceilings full log
3BR 2 bath brick home, with beams and tongue &
one car garage, 1500 sq ft groove throughout Central
living area, fenced back heat & air, like new swimyard with trees Priced in ming pool 1 5 acres of
property Owner
the lower $70s Call 753- wooded
financing available
3903
1-901-232-8545

JEW HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of living space 8 C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms•3 baths
• oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.

527-5460 or 354-8966

AUCTION SALE
Sat., Nov. 4th •10:00 a.m.
Henry Auction House
Henry, Tennessee
Antiques, collectibles, lots of furniture of all
kinds, glassware of all kinds, pottery. old
clocks, stoneware, fireplace mantle, goat
wagon. old iron pieces, old lamps, old quilts
and much. much more.

Beecham Auction Service
Gar, S. Beecham Lic. #47I
Gar) L Beecham Lic #1831

For more information call 901 -243-4882 Days
901-642-3554 Nights

1999 Yamaha Blaster
Excellent
condition
$200000 762-0113
87 Suzuki Lt 500 Race
ready
Recent
rebuilt
engine, new piston rings,
gasket, & water rings
$1550 OBO 753-0044 or
489-2119
'98 Banshee. Excellent
condition. 753-6773 after
5PM.
YAMAHA 185 new mud
tires, needs minor work
$200 00 Call 759-3684
after 6PM
480
Auto Parts
NOW Open
J&D Motors
203 S. Cherry St.
Murray, Ky
753-6988
Mon-Sat.
8:00am-5:00pm
November Special
$3.00 off $19.95 oil
change
(5qts oil, filter, & lube)
Come by & see us for all
your automotive needs
All Major Credit Cards
Accepted
James & David Hounshell
Owners

Vara

Used Cell

& ATV's

1980 Fiat spider 2000 con
vertible
5sp
needs
work/or for parts $300 00
Call 759-3684 after 6PM
1988 Lincoln Townecar
759-5307 after 5PM
1992
Ford
Tempo,
Automatic, air, all power
$2,500
1993 Cadillac
Sedan
Devine, 1 owner, like new
Call 753-0114
1996 Buick Century. White,
43,xxx miles_ Excellent
condition. $7,550. Call
436-5846.
1998 Olds Intrigue. White,
34,xxx miles, excellent
condition. $12,500.00 7530956 after 6PM.
2 Pontiacs, a
1985
Pansienne $1,950 and a
1994
sunbird
LE-V6
$4,000 Call 759-3571
2000
Chevy
Impala.
Excellent condition. Red,
19,xxx miles, all power
including C/D player &
power seats. (days) 7537902
(nights) 489-2671.

1990 Dodge Ram 4x4
LE150, 360 engine, PAN
P/L, $4,300
Call 759-4144
1994 S-10 Blazer 4DR,
4WD, loaded, good miles,
new tires. Call 759-1274.
1995 Chevy 1500 pickup.
LB, W/T, 4.6 V6, 5 Spd,
Great Sharp. 105,xxx
miles, over 20 MPG. bedliner and cover. $6,900.
474-8001.

EXCELLENT condition, 89' Chevy 4x4 2500, 4sp
one owner, 1985 Mercury 350, red $4,200. Ask for
Marquis. Very cleAn
Rick 753-0602.
and rs.''

CLASSIFIED

Offered

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1009 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc.
436-2867.

GUTTERS:
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters. Variety of colors.
Free estimates.
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759
HIGH school freshman
needs work, will rake
leaves Call 759-1692.

LEAVES, LEAVES,
LEAVES!
LEAF your leaves to us
Leaf removal or mulching
Call David at Beechy
Creek Grounds rviaintence
436-5085
559-5943 cell
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Carpets, upholstery &
Emergency
Water
Removal. Serving Murray
Since
1970.
Free
Estimatcs.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
753-5827

MOVING'
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

NATURAL CREEK
Lawn Service
Mulching, landscape mowing, trimming, and general
cleanup. Call 753-9731

I.

-Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
3

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

ES:1111(lti'S
24 hr Serrice

in,. Tr111111111!.:2

Cleanup Seri •;..

fl/lge TrimMting Full Line of
Tree & Stump
Remm

Paul Lamb

CLEANING

David's Cleaning
Services

for houses, barns
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

!Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
!Brick *All External Cleaning
!Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water !Parking Lots & Driveways

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

CARPET f3
FLOORING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
A

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vnyl • Hardwood • Laminate Fiooring

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.
Pius...all other home improvements

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

10E SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy.641 N.• Murray•753-6660
HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?
Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927 VISA

cz

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD • CARPET
M;MilfiffM;:IMCO

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today

_a

ZNA1
11
VERiN
:Kak
cr

NlY.

753-7728

-1112 miles south ot

Hun,
to Tom Taylor Rd,
Right

Torn Murray
Taylor
Flo
*
Knl-tt's

Hazol
1500 yards
1.3d8V3•000Meit-itq-4•lANIA • R111 atN00•3111 31tNva3"3

SERVICES OFFERED
A,
•

•
•
,
16 •
,
C•
.

rrib 13r-c,ther c,
•
.
-Moving

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL/ INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed ci Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270- 753-2555
Owner cge Operator
•J ..b.. Lar4y•

HOME
SECURITY

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS
* Free Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

$29.99 Monthly Services/Monitoring Fee
Service-and Mortoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS
408 North 12th St. • 753-0530

additions,
remodeling
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots
*Striping

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal.
492-8737,
437-3044.
Free Estimates

LEAF COMPOST
Leaf removal service, is
looking for site to deliver
leaves. Suitable for compost or fill. Call Chris
0753-5726.

WANT a companion or
two? Two big, beautiful,
neutered cats Very freindly & loving, must find new
home Perfect for family or
elderly Call long term
owner it 759-0759 All
supplies included

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
10% SR Discount. We sell
chimney caps and screens.
Tracy Manning. 435-4006.

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.

FREE ESTIMATES
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
753-2279
Siding. Quality Work. Free
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system, Estimates. Over 25 Years

753-1916

Gerald
drive-ways, hauling, foun- Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.
dations, etc. 436-2113.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair_
ELECTRICAL
All work guaranteed. Free
New construction,
estimates. Call 753-1308
remodeling, or just replacCARPORTS for cars and
ing a switch.
trucks. Special sizes for
Licensed & Insured.
motor home, boats, RVs
753-0834
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
FENCING
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, custom wood
ROOF LEAKING?
privacy fences, installation
Call a professional.
and repairs at reasonable
Residential, Commercial
prices. Insured.
or Industrial.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
270-435-4645.

Staff Writer Needed
Daily newspaper seeks full-time staff writer.
Strong writing skills a must.
Knowledge of AP style and layout also required.
Benefits package available.

HOROSCOPES

ROOFER

Metal Roofing
& sheds. Metal

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

753-1 916

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS! r
EXTERIOR
TREE
r

ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,

Call Amy Wilson at

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SERVICES

Oland

Mod

1990 Chevy Lumina van, FOR quality gutter clean
good vehicle $150000 ing,leaf removal and win
492-8464
dows cleaning Call Wayne
1993 Chevy Lumina APV at 759-8874 leave mes165,xxx miles Clean & sage
dependable $1200 under
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
assessed value $350000 Trimming, removal, stump
firm 436-5808
grinding, firewood Insured
1994 Mazda MPV 92,xxx 489-2839
miles, burgundy. AM/FM, GRAVEL & top soil for sale
cassette, AC, power win- We also build driveway &
dow,
locks. roads
power
$6995.00 759-9744
270-437-4838

5 Chevrolet. fled & White,
cloth inside, bedliner,
92 Ford Tempo, 4DR, Bailey wheels. Call 753Beige, Loaded with acces- 6677 day 436-5681 night.
sories, high
Mileage. '84 Suburban Good work
Excellent condition. 753- truck $1000.00 753-6773
7785 519-0322.
after 5PM

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

Announcements made da 1 sale take precedence oker
printed material Not re.ron.ible In ,icL

Mend

74-Ateo?asi Siasidaid
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

e

We Service All Brands
//cat' Piono

ror ucense 11002182

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
1;1 Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To
Get More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Nov. 3, VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
GeTinto won:Expect to do both:-2000:
You gain, both professionally and per- ing less than 100 percent. Accept a monsonally, this year. You demonstrate an eyMaking opportunity. You gain profesunusual ability _to work with others,_sionaLly. Others look to you for direction.
knowing how to court favor. As a result, Popularity soars to a new level. Make
others seek You out and want to be a big- your work conform to Our interests and
ger part of your ideas and life. Creativity creative needs. Be careful with spending.
springs from your profound sense of self. Tonight Do what feels good.
If you are single, another clearly wants to LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
become your sweetie. This relationship ***** Your high energy comes out.
could have a lot of depth. If attached, If you feel frustrated, you could become
reveal more of your inner feelings to testy. Allow more of your creativity to
your significant other. This openness come out. Let your imagination lead you
melds the tie. AQUARIUS feels at home about work and personal matters. You
add that extra touch. Humor adds to the
with you.
conviviality of work. Tonight: Follow
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll your desires.
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Step back and take your time
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
with personal matters. Carefully check
out an investment. You could easily
make a mistake. Your follow-through
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Share what appears to be a does make a big difference. A partner
great idea with co-workers_ Don't settle eases the way. Ask for what you really
for less than what you want. Good news want. Tonight: Mosey on home.
arrives on your doorstep. Make calls and SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
seek out others. A partner becomes more ***** Express your caring nature.
testy than he has been for a while. Another appreciates your call and
responds to your positive energy. What
Tonight: Celebrate the weekend.
might have been a problem clears up.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You carry more than your weight Zero in on what you want. Bring friends
at the office. Others might dump work on together and share news. Your intuition
you. Could you be too willing? The plus guides you in a new direction. Tonight:
is that you gam financially and make Out and about.
more money. Know your assets. Be will- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
ing to demand more of what you want. *** Expenses might need a strong
Consider a new exercise program. hand. Curb spending. Take a strong
overview. Your work demands a lot of
Tonight: A must appearance.
attention, as more than one project might
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your optimism helps others. be cooking. A boss or someone in charge
Together you can make something spe- makes demands. Your temper could be
cial happen that you have wanted for a triggered when you least expect it.
long time. Your caring flows in an Tonight: Treat yourself well.
unprecedented manner. Do some think- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ing about a loved one and what would ***** You can let your imagination
make him happy. Tonight: Take off guide you. Explore options. Make calls
or take a strong action that will expose
ASAP
you to new ways of thinking. You're runCANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Work with others and get to the ning on all cylinders. Others enjoy touchbottom of a problem. A loved one or ing base with you. Ideas flourish. A new
associate might be daydreaming and friendship could develop into a lot more.
have stars in his eyes. Use his enthusi- Tonight: Decide first what you want.
asm, and make what you want happen. PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
Stay on top of funds and work. Your' *** Say little, especially if you're not
instincts guide you. Tonight: Dinner for sure of facts. An associate could be
explosive or somewhat touchy. You
two.
might want to explore what is going on
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Defer to others, as you will with this person without getting defenhave little choice, anyway! Don't cause sive. Your optimism drives you, making
yourself a problem. Stay open. Get nearly anything possible. Tonight: Stay
together with a fnend whom you associ- close to home.
ate with good times hut whom you also BORN TODAY
consider unusually bright. Together you TV personality Dennis Miller (1953),
come up with answers. Tonight: Accept musician Adam Ant (1954), actress
an invitation.
Roseanne (1952)

s ConungThe Cold
Have Your Tires Checked Now. la ea
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
*Excellent Warranties

*Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase

Accepted

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

is

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

fatigue, anxiety, certain substances
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor
(such as alcohol, caffeine and stimu- (friend) who's 55. I'm 60. We're both
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor sug- lants) and metabolic disturbances in good physical condition and
gested Questran as therapy for my (most notably, hyperthyroidism). share similar interests. No matter
elevated cholesterol level. Now, six Treatment depends on the cause.
what we do, we always have a good
— Benign hereditary tremor. The time. I've gotten to know her well
months later, my dentist found seven
cavities. This was quite a shock, cause of this common but harmless enough to consider her the match of
because my teeth were formerly disturbance is unknown, but the trem- my dreams.
healthy. I have changed to Questran bling is worsened by performing
She knows how I feel about her,
skilled acts (such as handwriting) as but early on, she stated that she
Light. Was this an appropriate step?
by anxiety and stress. It also had a history of bad relationships.
DEAR READER: Questran, a pow- well as
speech, leading to a croaky, (She's been married twice; I've been
affect
can
dei ed drug used to lower blood chovoice. Treatment is usu- married once.)She claims that most
high-pitched
lesterol levels, contains the sugar
but beta-blocker drugs men want only to dominate her.
sucrose, which adds flavor — and ally not needed
the severity.
reduce
help
may
Every single holiday, she leaves
calories — to the compound when it is
diseases. In town accompanied by other friends
neurological
Serious
—
mixed with water or juice. The
multiple sclerosis (progressive loss of with no other word to me than,
sucrose can also cause dental caries.
nerve-tissue insulation) and amy- "Talk to you later!" As I write this,
Questran Light has less sucrose;
atrophic
lateral sclerosis (Lou she's been gone four days following
therefore,,it Is a sensible substitute Gehrig's disease, progressive nerve a 10-day illness. During those 10
for people who should avoid extra
degeneration), tremors can appear days, I nursed her — running
calories or who develop dental probbefore other, more disabling neuro- errands, buying her flowers, washlems. Although I hesitate blaming
ing her car, bringing her food, you
logical
symptoms develop.
standard Questran for your cavities —
name it.
I
urge
you
to
be
examined
by
a
neubecause other substances in your diet
I don't know what to do. I have
rologist
who,
after
thoroughly
testing
could be at fault — I agree that a
her privacy and given her
respected
you, should be able to diagnose and
change to Questran Light makes
all the space she seems to need, and
treat
the
cause
of
your
shaking.
Let
sense. If you continue to experience
I hate to walk away. This feeling of
problems, consider changing to more me know what the specialist con- being left standing on the back
effective, up-to-date therapy, such as cludes. To give you related informa- porch while she's running out the
tion, I am sending you a copy of my
statin pills (Pravachol, Lipitor and
front door has become really hurtothers) that do not affect the teeth in Health Report "Multiple Sclerosis." ful. My friends say if I confront her,
Other
readers
who
would
like
a
copy
any way. Also, you should check with
she'll be gone — and. maybe I
your dentist for further advice about should send $2 plus a long, self- should just enjoy our relationship
addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
diet and tooth care.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New for what it is.
Abby, what's your take on this?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm calm when York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
SMITTEN IN ODESSA,TEXAS
sitting quietly, but the minute I move, the title.
pick up anything, use my computer or
DEAR SMITTEN: When it's
attempt to write, I begin shaking. This
that no commitment is
clear
is really hampering my independence.
DR. GOTT
forthcoming, people who want
What can I do?
a serious relationship usually
DEAR READER: You seem to be
drift away. Only those who
describing what doctors call an
PETER
think they do not deserve bet"intention tremor," uncontrollable
ter
remain in the unhappy "stashaking that appears during moveGOTT, M.D.
tus quo."
ment. This could be due to a number
of conditions, the most common of
***
which are:
After reading
DEAR
ABBY:
— Enhanced physiological tremor.
Minneapolis,
in
"Missing
Mom
stress,
by
produced
shakiness
This is
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

That family not only got a terrific deal financially, but I'm sure the
mother appreciated having a family
member look after her when she
needed it most.
NAVY WIFE LNING IN JAPAN

DEAR NAVY WIFE:I agree.
P.S. Your figures are astonishing!
***
DEAR ABBY: At the end of this
week, I'll be leaving my job after
working here for 14 years. A coworker with whom I have worked
for three years has given me a very
expensive gift worth around $400. I
suppose it's a token of friendship.
He didn't really explain; he just
said,"I've got something for you."
Frankly, I was shocked to get
such a lavish gift. It's something he
and I had spoken about,so he knew

I adored it, but would never buy it
for myself.
Abby, what should I do? Some
people in the office are saying I
shouldn't accept it; others tell me I
should give him an expensive gift in
return. Your thoughts, please.
EAGER TO MAKE
THE RIGHT MOVE

DEAR EAGER: If your cohadn't been able to
afford the gift, he would not
have given it. Since you had discussed the item with him, he
knew it was something you
would like. Count your blessings - not the least of which is
that you have such a generous
friend. Write him a lovely
thank-you letter, keep the gift
(and his phone number), and
enjoy utilizing both of them.
worker

***
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LOOKING BACK
MSU BOard of Regents Nov. 14.
Ten years ago
Effie Kemp, member of the
Dale Alexander, Tom Simmons,
Community Collfte facPaducah
Raymond T. (Buddy) Hewitt and
formerly
of Murray, has been
ulty,
Herb Hurley have been inducted
into the Murray State University
Athletic Hall of Fame.
Jeffrey B. Chappell, 20, Rt. 7,
Murray, and Nancy S. Isbell, 40,
Rt. 2, Mayfield, died Nov. 1 from
injuries sustained in a two-vehicle
collision near Stella.
Births reported include a girl to
Stacey and David Mikulcik and a
boy to Paula and John Cathey, Oct.
26; a boy to Stacey and Richard
Rickman, Oct. 27; a girl to Gail and
Jody Howard, Oct. 28; a girl to Allyson and Jeffrey Green, Oct. 29.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of a
scraper pan belonging to Murray
Sanitation Department in process of
renovating the soccer field at Murray-Calloway County Park. Funds
for the seeding and fertilizing of the
field have been provided by Murray Optimist Club.
Tamrnie Campbell was crowned
as homecoming queen at Murray
High School at the football game
with Paducah Tilghman with the
latter winning the game. Her attendants were Starr Jones and Michelle Harris.
Births reported include a boy to
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Colburn, Oct.
7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Mark
Hale, Oct. 27.

Thirty years ago
Regents Hall, a new $2..38 million women's residence hall at
Murray State University, will be
dedicated in ceremonies honoring
past and present members of the

named presillent of Kentucky
Nurses Association at the annual
meeting at Louisville.
Births reported include twin
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Driver, Oct. 26.

Forty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Library is now located in the old
Southern Bell Telephone Company
building on North Sixth Street.
Mrs. Lillian Lowry spoke on
"Children and the Second Language" at a meeting of the Calloway County Association for Childhood Education held at Murray
College High School.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Lewis, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Cremer and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Miller.

Fifty years ago

Charles Dura Allbritten, James
Ralph Story, Crawford Wilkerson,
Ronald Evans Burkeen, William
Henry Morrison, Dave Junior Ross,
Wildy Graves Stubblefield, Joseph
Ray Myers and Ross Banks left today for induction in the Armed
Forces.
"New traffic light going up at
Fifth and Main Streets. Super duper
kind - red, yellow and green," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
general manager.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Dossett,
Oct. 27.

about the sister who submitted a
[TODAY IN HISTORY I
$10,000 bill to her mother's estate
CONTRACT BRIDGE
for services rendered, I was comBy The Associated Press
pelled to write.
I once worked for a private home
Today is Thursday, Nov. 2, the
Guess What?
health-care agency in Maryland,
-307th day of 2000. There are 59
60 Days Ti!
doing all of their billing and payroll. South dealer.
South ended up in four hearts. days left in the year.
I understand matters of money are Both sides vulnerable.
West, Lew Stansby, led the
Christmas!
Today's Highlight in History:
difficult, especially when a family
NORTH
seven
of
clubs,
and
East,
Chip
Nov. 2, 1948, President TruOn
,member dies.
•K Q 8 4
Martel, won with the ace. Fully man surprised the experts by being
asked
to
The
sister
who
was
not
We Can Help HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
A 1075
expecting the club lead to be a re-elected in a narrow upset over
care for their mother, but did so
•3
singleton,Martelreturned theclub
Pam Dial, Manager
Republican challenger Thomas Eanyway, probably wasn't offered
+9652
three.
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071
Dewey.
any help either. Had their mother
Located in Dixieland Center • Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-.5:00 p.m.
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Ostensibly, the three of clubs
had to pay for those services (24 + J 9 3
1270)759-0310. Fax (270)759-8731
On this date:
4 76 2
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hours/365 days/five years), the costs V J 9 3
In 1783, Gen. George Washing84
recting
West
to
return
the
lowerwould have totaled about $265,000. •AKQJ 105
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rankingofthetworemainingsuits. ton issued his "Farewell Address to
7
diAJ 103
In
this case,the two suits in ques- the Army" near Princeton, NJ.
A.1 L_lf
CZ)I1V1
SOUTH
tion were spades and diamonds, In 1889, North Dakota and South
•A 105
and Martel *did not have much to Dakota became the 39th and 40th
131—CIISI COIIE
K Q6 2
shout about in either. However, states.
•8 7
his diamonds werejust the slightIn 1920._rad4nstation__KDRA_in.
This IS LAST YEAR AND THE F—
41,K Q 8 4
est bit better than his spades.
broadcast returns from
Pittsburgh
M-1ER ONE 157S YEAR ---'
VOL.) WERE A
The bidding:
After rufftng South's king of the 1-larding-Cox presidential elecMUCH BETTER
South West
North East clubs attrick two,Stansby nodoubt
DOSS 1...451
2•
1+
1
•
Dble
eyed his 150 honora in the suit and tion.
YEAR
In 1959, game show contestant
4V
3V
Pass
wondered how East could be askehailes
Van Doren- admitted -to a-Operunglead — seven of-clubs.
ingfor a diamond return:Tilt partFor reasons no one is quite nerships like this are made of House subcommittee that he'd been
sure of, the nine of diamonds is strong stuff. So Stansby, demon- given questions and answers in adsometimes referred to as "The strating complete faith in his part- vance when he appeared on the
Curse of Scotland." One side's ner, returned the diamond five, NBC TV program "21."
curse, however, might prove to be and that was that. Martel won the
In 1979, black militant Joanne
;
2'7771
- )-the other side's good fortune. That trick with the nine and gave West Chesimard escaped from a New JerL.
4.d
ihi
if.2
14Jitt
(44Ci:ii
.r.t7
was precisely the case in this deal, another club ruff to set the con- sey prison, where she'd been servwhere the dreaded nine took its tract.
ing a life sentence for the 1973 slayCATI-IV
If West had not underled his ing of a New Jersey state trooper.- •
toll on the declarer but worked
diamond honors at trick three, (Chesimard, who has since taken
like a charm for the defense.
The deal occurred in the declarer would have made the con- the name Assata Shalcur, now lives
THE TORN LIGAMENT 15 FROM
MOST PEOPLE
I 3115T GOT
NO. THE
TM FINALL4
'IOU DID ALL
tract,eventually discardinghis losNEVJ quarterfinals ofthe 1988 Spingold
my BASKETBALL TEAM...
RELIVE THEIR
ALL
RIPPED
CIEITING TO RELIVE
THAT BY
Knockout Team Championship. ing club on dummy's fourth spade. in Cuba.)
FRIENDS
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A SCOOTER,
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was "negative," promising at least sessed of"The Curse of Scotland,"
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ghost
of
a
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one four-card major, after which he didn't have a
seven of them. (Uyesugi was later
SHARE!!
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
convicted and sentenced to life in
prison.) Republicans pushed the
CROSSWORDS
year's last and biggest spending bill
'through Congress toward a sure
veto by President Clinton.
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The Curse of Scotland
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9 Tea type
12 Witness
13 Bird's cry
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14 Informer
15 Carnivorous
mammals
17 Summer
month
19 Lair
20 Milton —
21 Actor
Baldwin
23 Engineer's
deg.
24 The devil
27 Neither
28 Gershwin
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31 Rivera ID
32 Rice
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

1 The sixth
sense
2 Caspian
3 "Love Me —'•
4 CAT- —
5 Expressions
of delight
6 Providence's
St
4

12

cj

...

2

38 Those
holding office
39 Is ahead
41 —garde
42 Woody plant
43 Fences
45 Roman 1004
46 Man's name
48 Complete
51 Summer
cooler
52 Russian ruler
54 Digits (abbr.)
55 — of Pigs
56 Relative on
the mother's
side
57 Obtained

D NA
E AT
N NE

16 Winter mo
18 Dazzling light
20 Bette Midler
film
21 — hair pasta
22 He was Ben
Cartwright
23 Part of QED
25 Make
amends
26 Hospital
worker
28 Negative
prefix
29 Have a thick
32 — of
Lebanon
33 Swit ID
36 Lacey's TV
partner
38 Man's name
40 Not fresh
42 "— Pan Alley"
44 Paradise
45 Excavator's
forte
46 Taxi
47 Harem room
48 — as a fiddle
49 "Barney
Miller" actor
50 Presidential
iflits
53 Sodium
symbol
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'Grease' coming to Murray

GALLERY...Joanna Bailey shows some of her gourds she
will show at the Christmas Gallery at Murray Art Guild on
Friday and Saturday.

Bailey to show designs
Joanna Bailey will participate
in the Murray Art Guild's annual
Christmas Gallery Friday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Bailey will have her large and
small gourds, some with lids and
painted designs. The Gallery will
include several new exhibitors this
year including Bailey.
The Guild is located at 103 North
Sixth St. in a 100-year-old Queen
Anne Victorian house which is

listed on the National Register.
This is the 10th year for the
Christmas Gallery, which gives
persons an opportunity to buy
Christmas gifts from the wide variety of items offered. Included will
be wood items, fabric items, Teddy
Bears, toys, cards, jewelry, Christmas decorations, weavings, ceramics and many others.
Members of the Guild will have
paintings, both large and small,
framed and matted, for sale.

"Grease," one of Broadway's
longest running musicals, is coming to the Regional Special Events
Center at Murray State University for one show only Nov. 18 at
8 p.m.
"Grease" began in the spring
of 1971 as a small, unpretentious
production with an amateur cast
at a little, out-of-the-way theatre
in Chicago called Kingston Mines.
To the surprise of its creators,
Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey, the
show continued to fill the theatre's 250 seats throughout that
spring, summer and fall.
"Grease" is now ranked as the
sixth-longest running musical in
Broadway history, clocking 3,388
performances until its close on April
13, 1980. Its revival opened on
Broadway in 1994. Nominated for
seven Tony Awards the first time
around, including Best Musical,
and for three more this time,
including Plest Revival, "Grease's"
popularity continues to grow.
The musical features Cindy
Williams and Eddie Mekka who
won the hearts of all Americans
in their roles as lovebirds Shirley

"Police Story," "Hawaii Five-0
and "Love American Style."
She also appeared in several
films before giving her breakthrough performance in the classic "American Graffiti." Williams
then accepted the role of perky
Shirley Feeney in the series "Laverne & Shirley." The series debuted
in 1976 and was an immediate hit
"Grease" is presented by Troika Entertainment, which has more
than 20 years of experience in
producing musical theatre throughout North America, Europe and Asia
Tickets are on sale now and
are priced at $20 for chairbackseats and $15 for bleacher seats'
To purchase tickets, visit the
Regionar Special Events Center
box office or any of the following ticket outlets: Ginger's Hallmark, Murray or Mayfield; Betsy's
Hallmark, Benton; Disc Jockey,
Paducah; and Tennessee Pit Stop,
Paris.

CINDY WILLIAMS AND EDDIE MEKKA
and Carmine on TV's popular
"Laverne & Shirley." Williams
delivers an unforgettable performance as the hysterical Miss Lynch,
and Mekka plays Teen Angel and
the coolest DJ around, Vince
Fontaine.

Los Angeles native Williams
began acting almost immediately
after graduating from Los Angeles City College in the late 1960s.
For more information or to purShe appeared in many television chase tickets by credit card, call
roles, including stints on "Room the RSEC box office at (270) 762222," "Nanny and the Professor," 5555

Organist to present Nov. 4 recital
Murray State University will host
an organ recital by Kurt von Schalcel
of Henderson at 2 p.m. Nov. 4.,
in Farrell Recital Hall.
There is no admission charge,
and the recital is open to the general public.
Following the concert, there will
be an organizational meeting for
anyone interested in forming a

West Kentucky/West Tennessee
Chapter of the American Guild of
Organists (AGO).
The AGO is a national nondenominational professional association of organists, choral music
conductors and music enthusiasts.
MentheLship is not limited to musicians by training or employment.
Kurt von Shakel,a native of Indi-

anapolis, studied piano with
William Eltzroth and Dorothy
Munger before attending the School
of Music at Indiana University,
where he studied with noted pianist
Jorge Bolet. •
At age 12, he was one of the
youngest soloists ever to appear
with the Indianapolis Symphony.
He has performed twice at

Carnegie Hall and.has played concerts throughout the United States
and in England.
For more information co cerning the organ recital and
meeting on Saturday, contact
Stephen B. Brown, professor of
music at Murray State University,
at (270) 762-6133 or 762-4288.

'Nutcracker' auditions Saturday
Because of late notification and
fall break, the Murray Civic Music
Association has rescheduled audi-tions for "Nutcracrer—ai—SafurRegistration will begin at 8:30
a.m. on the second floor of WoodDANCE EVENT.. Newest members of the Jackson Purchase men of World building at Third
and Maple Streets, Murray. The
Dance Company rehearsing for "Fall Dancefest" include, entrance
is on the Maple Street
from left, Paige Selby, Lillian Bourland, Wynne Dawson, entrance of the building.
Claire Pitman. Rebecca Garth and Carly Cavitt.
Casting auditions are scheduled

Concert set
for Saturday
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will kick off its 10th
anniversary season with a touring
contemporary dance concert, "Fall
Dancefest," on Saturday at 7 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church
Christian Life Center gymnasium
on Maple Street, Murray.
Audience members will be able
to sample an array of homemade
desserts while seeing a variety of
contemporary dance pieces including excerpts from "The Lion King"
and "Westside Story."
The company will also have a
promotion for a Hallmark, Depart.ment 56 exact replica of Shakespeares Globe Theatre.
For more information contact
JPDC Artistic Director, Karen Balzer, at 767-0579.

Murray Rental & Sales
Rents Scissor
and Boom Lifts.

from 9 to 10 a.m. Rehearsals will
commence immediately following
auditions.
All auflitionees and their parents will sign an agreement committing to full participation in

rehearsals and performances.
Karen Balzer will rehearse the
cast members on _Nov. 11 and -la
in the Murray _State. University
Dance Studio.
Two dress rehearsals will be

scheduled with the Nashville Ballet on Nov. 25 and Nov. 26. A
-matinee performance is scheduled
-for -2--p-.m. Nov: 26;
For more information contact
Balzer, at 767-0579.

Iiuuri
(Olb
TRADE DAY, MARKET
& CAR EXHIBIT
Saturday — November 4, 2000
Murray Downtown Court Square
Auction,
Sell, or Trade
Your Goods

"If you need it,
we probably
RENT IT!"

The Glendale Road Church of Christ Invites You To Come And Hear

Jay Lockhart
November 5-8, 2000
Speaking on the Theme:

"The God We Worship"
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES
Nov. 5 - 9:00 a.m. Worship - "The Majesty of God"
10:15 a.m. Sunday School - "The Face of God"
6:00 p.m. Worship - "The God Who Enters History"
Nov. 6 - 6:00 a.m. - Devotional Breakfast
7:00 p.m. - "The God Who is Present"
Nov. 7 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. - Friendship Luncheon

7aeme & ?cot 7olt

/4er

•8:30 a.m. — MARKET & TRADING BEGINS
•9:00 a.m. — ANTIQUE CARS DISPLAYED
•11:00 a.m. — NICKY RYAN'S FISH FRY
AND MORE
•11:00 a.m. W. DAN FARRIS WILL APPRAISE
AND
•HIGH NOON AUCTION YOUR GOODS
For more information colt:
Martha Ails - Reserve Booth Space'
Helen Spann O'Cull • Antique Car Exhibit
Andy Dunn - Appraisals
Wanda Cohoon •Auction
Murray Main Street Office

753-7222
753-7724
767-2265
753-1893
759-9474

Sponsored by

(Members and community friends invited)

7:00 p.m. - "The Sovereignty of God"
Nov. 8 - 7:00 p.m. - "The Waiting Father"
After cervices coffee and donuts will be served in the multi purpose room)

For more information write or call: Glendale Road Church of Christ
1101 Glendale Road, Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 753-3714

MURRAY
In Cooperation With The Murray Tourism Commission
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